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Ithaca College 
Ithaca, New York 
: _ . . . . _ _ .. _ - ~JECCEilVJEID) 
Gay'Boycott ()_f Nite' Court Endsrn 111977 
. - ITHACA COLLEGE 
By-Jon.Choate- ~ . ~ _- ... - '.1··_:.-~h11- Jll .·~-- j'.ll · :~~en c::!r::i~dt::t::c!~ volv!~t~i:n~\~!~:,r;; 
An agreem~rit ending the --: · , - . . . ·: _, -. · -t , >- _ Jf .. -·- : U ·-_ should be cancelled. Congress funds to support Nite Court. 
gay 'boycott of Nite--Court w:as · : ;. . . ; . -__ ?- -· ~ __ 1: . : \ . _ :.;( : had voted 21-8 · at· an earlier One spectator noted that the 
reached Mo11day iµght.- · · - · __ meeting against an Executive 
· The agreem,ent .. ~ame )n ·the . ' : .. - ~ 8'1 • I _ (. . , -! · \ , · . . ·l Board proposed to cancel the entire College and use -of such 
wake.of a 'N.Y ... st.ate Di~ion of . " --- _ f · --· . - 1,..:.,..-:.----- J . Senior Buffet. At Thursday's money would mean enire College 
Human· Rights .decision.' stating· · _ . · .~· - ·. _ <.; ·. l meeting however, Congress fail. would be supporting discrimina-
tliat there was ·~r:obable. cause __ ·_ . __ ___,,,-: · - ·.-· . · ' ' · · .. · ~ . ~;;-:-. i ed to obtain the 34 ·· votes tion. Congress member Howie 
to believe that the_ .respondents . ,, I ·- . . . l' YI! -~ ~ I • j r- . . . . .. '. ·,·' ':..:-·: necessary for a two thirds Levinson added to the specta-
(Nite Court) engaged in or·-were. ,':---~ · · · · : ~ -t- _ ~ ,-t- ·- -~ ~-:·'"·_'·-:-· · .. :~ ·'.';/~--- majority to override the Execu- tor's thoughts, ~serting that J -· - . , ' t ,.,; ~ , ... ;.;1 )l · - r--· --- -~ ' ··,·--engaging in the .unlawful- dis- ,: : ____ - _ ·:· _ ·:, ...... , --i· ;·/(.' - tive Board's decision not to grant "anyone representmg the Col-
. c~atory _pract;i~~ complained ,. · 9 _.: ... ___ ... ,<·-,,,:;,:,,7:,;~---·,'._'~·--·~_,.., _ _. '.:_,-,-.,-., .,,,':'.:, _ '. ... _: funds for the affair. lege should ·~ealise that. money 
of. _ . . tl ·,· ·. · .. · _ ! , -{ . from a constituency which has 
Six members o( .th~_ Gay . _ :- _.. .. :. :_ > [[ ,. .·:T.t\.:: : · ·;. '._,.J .. c· Heavy Turnout been discr~inated against -
. ..People's Cerxter had ·~e~ :com- i __ · :, .. ·1 · ~ ,;_ (:'1·-::,_.-, _ ••• ~: _;:· 11! would be used." 
plaints with the Divisi~il, alleging DI 1:- . . !i :_· .. >--.\~ } , _. ! _ Turnout at the Thursday 
tha~ they:1).:id been d~l:~at~.d · et :< ~ i; : ,, ;_ -.-, -,.,1 '.' ~ __ , _l '. _ session was heavy, with over 80 
agamst on the b~ .. :of theU' IH -,: ·. . ,;::;;::··--~}.:,'71 .'.> t · •.. f . percent of the Congress mem- W ACY rhairperson Chuck Gold-
sexual preference.· · · .. _ r(.P: ; _:-· /?)[:! \;:') i .= - · · • . hers present. Some of the man countered by reiterating the 
FollowingtheHu~~Rights "\'.~~/.--;.:: !...:.._ .• ,; ... ,;;-,_::., _\, members were first-time repre- statement made by Nite Court's 
ruling, an agreemen~ · (s~gned by - · -. · · < . : : -· . · · · · · . · . : . t·· · . sentatives and. questions were owner Lou CataldO" at the Tues-
the six- complairitants .and Nite ·Plioto by:Chuck Riter raised as to the legality of these day night meeting (Cataldo es-
Court owner Lou Cataldo) was newcomers voting-without hav- sentially said that any person is 
reached stating that "all persons, Nite Court§.. In_ fact, the able to nunister support for ing been present ai the Tuesday free to engage in ·any act at Nite 
regardless of sex, will be allowed agreement says that: ''the canceUation- of the Senior Buffet session. Chairperson Marge Court as much as the next person 
to engage in all permissable respondents deny, and always· due to · Niie . Court's alleged Brown noted that the rules make providing that it is permissable 
-activities on the respondent's have __ deniedthat such discrintin- d~crimination against gays. . no provision for election of under New York State law). 
premises. · No person because of atory practice was engaged in by Thursday's meeting changed all members and that past prece- Goldman contended that Catal-
·his or her sex will be prohibi~d . them. and they deny that the that. dent has been that anyone who do's statement demonstrated -
from engagin·g· in any activities Division of Human 'Rights has What does ·that all lead up to shows an interest will be seated. that he would not discriminate if 
on the premises m .. :w~ch any · ju~~ction ifi, this matter.." ? Nothing. - The settlement Brown had posted notice of the function_ was held at his 
other person 'is 'pe!"Ulitted -: to : ·"Cataldo has :~aid· ·also that: the earlier this .week removed the Congress vacancies after Tues- establishment. 
engage." Although the·· state- new· policy 'allows 'noth;uig more roadbl()Ck- from . .the Executive . day's meeting, and closed nomin-
mefl~ did ~~t_specificalfy ~ter.~ thail-~ad been iµlowed throug,h- Board's _appr_oving the request ations at midnight on Wednes-
'!sexual preference,'' ~~ne Tay-. out'the boycot~. - f,or funds> Subsequently, - the .da • 
c01lt. on page _2 
--'..-lor, 'head·.of·the Gay--·People.'.s.__ __ · __ _ ___ . __ . bo,ardannouncedthat-theywould 
Center, has indicated_ that if Senior lruffet , -- ·grant- any requested·fnnds: -· 
peopie·: With . Mtri.e~~.: P.ret~~- · -
:ences _hav~ · - rights- equ~ to ~fore lhe anhouirc;inent -of Thursday's Vow Eitp~ 
every_one else's. then t~e ~ee- the settlement, funding. of the 
-. ment is acc~pt;abJe. . ... : - . b~et scheduled for tonight at Thursday's note, centered 
Originally,· 'there w~ · some _Nite. Court' had been in jeopardy. around whether to ·override the 
question ·as .to whether . the - At a special Student Congress Executive Board's announced· · 
Division of Human _Rights could . meeting last Thursday night, the intent not to sign the check 
even rule on_ the· co~plaints:. legislative -body voted over . requests for the buffet (the--. 
Earlier compl~ts;·,thrown out µ . whebningly ·to support an an- .Board could not "veto" the 
y the-Division; were filed under · riounced intention of the Student Congress' negative action of the 
the · category. · of·• discri~(ltion · · Body. ·E;xecuttve Board not to preceeding Tuesday, but rather 
due to _sexual· o_rienuitioh. · The sign check .. i:equests. for the. . they could announc¢ :a "decision" 
six most ;recent ·complaints. were . lium~t .. The buffet originally was not to sign the checks(. If. the 
file~ unde~ the·statute·'prohibit- spo11sored by. the S.A.B. Week- motion to override the Boarq's 
ing <lisciiminaticitj by sex;·there- end Activities Committee decision had passed, ·then 'the 
,2 ~owing: jurisdi~!~n. ~f. ~lte. _ ·!'Y ACY). Ai-the ~egular Stu- Board ·woul~ have been legally 
DivlSlon. _ · · · -. · . · · dent Congress meetmg preceed- bound to sign the . requests. 
Ho'Yever, · tlie· agreeme:nt· ·ing the special session, the It had been felt by some -~". 
does· not plac~ any guilt ·upon E_xecutive Board had bP.en un- · members of <;ongress that due to 
:~«,xt Tear'11Bu«lget 
1 ~ • • • • ~ - - • • • 
. , 
: ' : ~-
Photo by Bruce Morosohk • 
. Wed Or Not 
Wed? 
(ZNS) The bride of a man who dropped dead in 
the middle of their wedding ceremony has asked a 
judge to determine whether she is now a widow, 
and_ can inherit her former fianre'.s estate . 
. Last Year, Naomi Nicely'~· fi~n~. Robert 
Neiderhiser, was about to complete bis vows when 
he collapsed and died at the altar of a church in 
Greensburg, Pennsylvania. 
Nicely's intended father-and-mother-in-law 
contend that the wedding ceremony was not 
-completed and that their son's estate therefore 
belongs to them. 
_However, Nicely, who has filed for the estate 
under the name of Mrs. Robert Neiderhiser 
claims, that the vows had been exchanged and th; 
ring placed on her finger before her husband 
· passed away. In addition, Reverend William 
J~bs;, who presided ov.er the ceremony, has 
testified that he declared the pair to be .man and 
wife ·as _soon. as Nederhiser hit the Door. The 
Revefend safd the groom appeared to .be still alive 
at the time. · 
~- A Westmorland county judge bas taken the case 
under consideration •• ZODIAC . · 
; ~ . .. 
, .. '. 4 I , t'.~ .... ~ 1:\ , r l_ , • 1, • :r ~ 
}' ·~··~i, :.;~ · (' !1\:!- .... 
... 
. :. _ .. Ithacan 
• : • .. • r •• • ., '· :. ~. 
Inquirer 
by Ellen Blickman 
photos by Audrey Weiss· 
'What do you think of the idea of 
having less recent films for free 
instead of the first rate films for 
a dollar?" 
Jantie Osborne Health Adm. '79 
"If a large percentage · of the 
campus is into it, I think its a fine 
idea. I am indifferent to it," 
Beth Olmstead Drama '79 
"I think that's an excellent idea. 
For one thing I don't have any 
money. Older films are far more 
entertaining. How about "Casa-
blanca" for a week? How about 
"Bogart" that film? 
Jim Nevius English '80 
"Th~·y s~ou,!d show movies that 
don t t•x1st. 
Steve Davis Business '79 
"I think that the "1st rate" films 
were rather poor. anyway. I'd 
rather have these ftlms for free." 
Susan W arsbaw Health Adm. '79 
"I think it's.a good idea because it 
gives you the opportunity to see 
more movies and you can always 
go downtown to see recent films 
for an admission fee. 
Sharon Murphy Speech Path. '77 
"They should have the more 
recent films up here because it's 
cheaper than seeing them down-
town." 
E,5ecuJive Board Statement · ' _ . _ .. : .. 
' . - }. - .. t. - l'l::~ )" .' 
B•'.,, :;;; ·.. .d .. •,, ·.Ji..r?'~·:,:1,r~\•~\q,, .. '/1: ::)')!·:-·r;J:•:L·\·~-\; eyon 1,itil ·t.Aourt:.·: ,, .. -~--· _· .J. 
A Declaration-of Student ll~hts 
Somethin~ special happened on thi:;icamp~s.hlst: f~· ~d sex o,,·this c:i.mptis is.nothing to b~ pr<?ud 
.Thursday mght. It was long overdue, to 'tie -sur~;' . of, ~~d 'th~ f.x~~utive B_oi.r~ haf! been considermg 
but the fact that the Student Congress of this poss1Qle remedies to th1.S'ti11tuation. Thus far, our 
College agreed to deny funding for a party at Nite ideas haye. in~l.uded an increase in the College's 
Court gives one cause to be optomistic~ At a time minority programming,.lectures and presentations 
when even the slu~gish bureaucracy of the State on human sexuality ·, ana a Bill of Student Rights. 
Department is be~ning to take .a stand on issues Symbolic ~hough -it . may he, a BilJ of Student 
of human rights, it'is appropriate for us to do the Right9:.~uld,,b~·_an imp~I?nt gu_idepost for the 
same here at Ithaca College. _ students of thIS campus ·m particular, and the 
The controversy surrounding Nite Court reflects Ithaca community in g~n~ral. Syracuse University 
an issue much larger than the conflict between Lou has created a 'Bill of Sexual Rights which calls for 
Cataldo and the supporters of the gay boycott. It freedom from sexual ~reotyping, freedom from 
has forced us to come to terms with a dilemma, to sexual oppression, · freedom of information on 
choose between what may be legally acceptable _but -matters of ·$ex,- n:eedom from research nonsense 
m9rally ·wrong. It is easy to overlook·- our and sex myths, freedom to control one's own body, 
-responsibilities when the coercive force of the legal and freedom to express affection. This format could 
establishment .isl!'t breathing clown our necks, b~t. be expanded to inclu~e race, ~d would help them 
last week the members of Congress proved thell' to be aware of sexual and twal abuses, and help 
ability to meet this i'.esponsibility. them to avoid being .guiltv of it themselves. 
An important first step· has been taken towar~s ·The Executive Board would like the Bill of 
the protection of student rights with the denial of Student Rights' to be' as .tar:reaching as possible, 
fun~s to the Nite Court party, but the work must and would tneref ore like to see a jointly created Bill 
not stop ht:re. ~thou~h the stu~ent bod~ may h!lve passed by both the Itha~ College Student 
overcome its bigotry zn an official capacity, racISm Congress and the Cornell Universitf Senate. Such 
~~ ~xism still ~xists within the hearts of many an effort would require the cooperation of local gaf, 
mdividuals on thlS campus. black, and woman or~anizations, as well as any 
Pro_of o_f this bigotry is not h!ll'd to find. Just other interested individuals and groups. 
standmg m the lobby of the Uru?n ?~e can _often We need your help. The five members of this 
hear the crude vocabulary of a raCJSt mJected mto a Board do not have the mental or physical ·capacities 
casual conversa~ion, and overt ac1;s of sexism ~e to make a comprehensive and effective Bill on our 
not o~ly _committe~, but adverti~ed by certam own. We need the ideas, help, and encouragement 
organizations _on this campus. ThIS was demon- of any person concerned with sexual and racial 
strated by the "wet T-shirt contest" promoted by oppression. If you are interested, please contact 
an IC fratern}tY last Fall. ~nd,. of course, _many John Nder, Bruce Holcomb, John Giordano, Rob 
students contmue to patroruze Nite Court. withou.t Taub, or Mark Engstrom in the Student 
the slightest regard for the abuses gays claim to Government Office on tlie third floor of the Union 
have· suffered there. , . cir call 274-3377 (x3377). Thank you. ' 
T-he overall level of consciousness with regard to 
... Gays AndNite CQurt 
continued from page1 
Al; at issue at the mee!_ing indicated a desire by the gays 1:0 criminatory practices of off-cam-
was the policy passed by the be protected regardless of sexual · pus groups by, in this case, 
Congress unanimously last Feb- orientatio~., not just sex (as - patro~izing them. 
ruary. That policy declared that already protected under · N. Y. - · Member · Howard Schlass 
no I.C. club or organization that State law). One member of .called it "an ethical que~tion 
discriminates on the basis of .Con~ess pointed out.:that.-the · versus,a-social function." ·-
race, color, creed, religion, sex, discri_mination. against Baco~'s_ Senior class treasurer Larry 
national origin or sexual orienta- constituency is alleged, while Holland justified the scheduling 
tion, shall be gramted College Howard Bloom noted that the o{ the buffet at Nite Court by 
funds. Many members express- hu_man rights ~ases h~ve _d~ded indicating that he was elected to 
ed ~oncern that ov.erturning the that_ ~ataldo did notdiscrumnate. represent the "majority of the 
Board's decisionmight be going Citmg the legal_ language of students.'! That majority, ac-
directly against that policy. last February's policy, one spec- cording to Holland, does not feel 
Chairperson Brown, however •. tator asserted that the legi~la- unwelcome at Nite Court. 
said that overturning the dicision ti_on ~a>:s that no I.C. ~up ca~ One member th~ night 
would no~ necessarily go against 'discnmim\te, ~ow~ve~ _'techm- passionately summed up his 
that policy, as the full intent of cally, Cataldo is d1scnmmafmg, feelings why the buffet. should 
the policy's authors was un- not the I.C. groups.'' SeveraO,. not be held at Nite Court: "It's a 
known. persons present recognized the matter of humanity and decency. 
Spokesperson for the Gay major issue lis be~ng wheth~r I:Say: people have-been discrim-
Peoples Center, Michael Bacon, LC. groups should con.don_e dis- inated against.'' 
GeJ°tn W ~rfare·--- T.V. Guide 
(ZNS) A senate committee over old records report they 
reports it will hold full-scale have round unexplained upsurg- Most p opnlar 
hearings into the secret germ es in cases of infant p~eumonia, 
warfare tests the army'conduct- and other illtfesses and deaths in 
ed in American cities in the the test areas at the times the· (ZNS) What's the most 
1950's and 1960's. experiments were being- con- widely read magazine in America 
The army ackno\Yledged late ducted. One death in thesan today? · 
last year that germ warfare tests Francisco area is alleged to have If you guessed ~uch stand-
were conducted in at least eight been caused directly. by the bys -(IS READER'S DIGEST, _ot 
American cities between 1950 army's microbes. TIME or THE LADIES HOME 
and 1966, including tests of An aide to Senator Edward JOURNAL, you're way off. 
biological agents. in the New Kennedy, chairman of the Senate The latest figures from the 
York City subway system and int. Health Subcommittee, report;s·. Audit Bureau of Circulation show 
the atmosphere above San Fran- that a bill drafted by Kennedy that T. V. GUIDE ··which is 
cisco. The army has contended and Senator Richard Schweiker selling more than 12 million 
that the experiments were harm- banning all further germ.warfare . copies a - week--is easily the 
less. testing· in the U.S. will· -be / publicati9n with the largest 
Howeve,r. officials at .the Na- introduced into _ti)e ,Senate - circulation in the U.S. · 
tional Center for Disease Control (quote "In a·Matter·of Weeks.'' Ii{ Second place, with a 
in Atlanta report that at least "The aide reports that follow- circulation of 8.4 million' maga-
one of the bacterial agents used · ing the bill's introduction, the zines, is FAMILY CIRCLE, 
in the army testing was potent- Senate will .schedule full scale· followed by WOMEN'S DAY, -
, ially fatal to humans. hearings_ into the Pentagon's TIIE NATIONAL ENQUIRER· 
In addition, doctors looking bizarre experimentation. and PENTHOUSE. PLAYBOY 
Pam Alperstein undecided '80 
Caryn Bukiet undecided '79 
"We'd rather pay a dollar to see 
more recent films because we've 
seen the free ones on t. v." 
,. h ...__ · - · . · . · · · · - barely. trails its rival PENT-
Ross Greenberg Bus. ,78 _ · The .i_t acan needs your sup~ort _:m,..o~e! to _-_· HOUSE, ending up in sixth 
I wish they'd bring back-the· . 1 .. : <· · :~ - :_ : ·place.: - \ · ·: 
dollar movies to the scJiool more fully serve the coll eie -~ommu.nity ::-. : · / . READER'S DIGEST, ·once 
instead of the freebies. · · · . · . · · · : _ - , . .. ~· '·\ ·; the all .time leader, doesn't even 
ff you are· .. hiterested in aettin a involve(i' '.t. . ,;ank ~ the l?P 10 anymore; and 
. .., ... . ,. ·· · · has finished m 11th place. Even 
le ·f th. di- · ---.HUSTLER magazine, a : new-P ase contact one o e e tors. . comer. in ·the 10th· spot,.:. has 
- - ·-., · -. -· · · • · · ·' '.. · ·nudged ahead ·O( READ.WE'S 
·.DIG~ST.. 1. - ••• • \': • ' 
_ .. ~, ... :~, .. ·.:..:: .. ~--_ . .:: : .. ·· · ~~:1, .... ~j:' .. ~>- ='.·.,:·..:: ... i,,~:·:-m.':.t:11:i.~~~~~--: 
The. fthaciim-'F.elSn1Ati,10.~1m,p11g'.e.w 7 
·>·:ProVO~t'S Jiein?iiilil~;~fr:t· ... c . O'[D(i)~1Wli fD(t(OO~U'tlW!{?j '-.:~·r ·:· ::::. . 
.. . . . ')(:;: i •.- -- \' -- ":'- \.,. '.·. • • . ... . ' . .,,. 
' . "' . ·.. . : . . . ~ . ~ : . : . ~ . 
, · I would like to clarify $0mtfmisunderstandings and Students should be advised that the reason some of · 
. . : . -: · -qut:stions that hayq.apsen ab~ut the status of the you are not appearing on class lists this semester is 
.. 
· ~ - -: : : : : · ·' : · changes--in_ ·tlie~ reg~~~~ts: o,_ gra~µaion: · with . . , · _ •. your bill has. not been paid in _full and therefore we 
honors at Ithaca College. As you may recall, the ·have not activated you for thIS semester. Those of 
Ithaca College Faculty Council passed a revised set . you who haven't paid in full for -this- semester are 
· .. ·. _.· _ .: .· ,:.~.f Ci;i~ria.for;gr!lduati~n.witlfhonors l~t spring, urged to stop at the:Bursar's Office ~n. Job 2 and 
,:. ·.· .. , ,-,, .anlf.the pro~ ~. accepted by the former settle your account at once. When th1S 1s done, we 
.... , 
. . . . _. .... : p~y:0:3~. ~ Accof~in~ly, on 4ugust 6, · ~~6. the· will activate yoaat once and you w!ll appear as .a 
. ·. re~str~.s of!i~; .inform~d . ·an .re9wred £or. registered student for the remamder of this 
./ 
. . graaµatio:n. wi~b . honors. The reqmred grade semester. 
. averages- ar~ as foll9Ws: . 
Cum faude · 3.44 · Students who had their I.D. Photos taken at 
Magi:ia ·cum"l.aude - 3.66 · Registration should stop at the Registrar's Office, 
Summa :cu~ laµde i 3.87. Job 2 and pick up theU' I.D. Cards. You won't 
believe it but they have come in. 
_.._, . These new gr.aqe- 'point average requirements for 
. honors are in effect for this,year and will be.applied· 
. . · . . · . fo ~he· gr.aduating'class of May 1977. 
. . . . ~ . ' . ' -
···,-ihi~··week-·at ·~ 





I' I I o • ~ \ '._£ 
\ _:· · -_·: -co·rile:-get the. ctivictenct 
. :·:. ·_ .. - that ·goes. you~ way·.-.~ 
• f 'I • 
. . ' 
'' . . . . 
· .. · ·,• ~:~c:H.A'R.L.l·E~.s 
. .·S:T-ow~lT-ALL' 
' ._\:.· . 
. . ~ .. ·.and ·see. Cha'rlie1s · 
gorgeous· ·sexy-young- i(leas·~ · 
· :_ · .. ·, · · ·From Rev,~_n·.· 
'C H'A R L 1.E' S Stop· in today .for.- your . . . 
''Charlie's Stow:lt-AII'• . s·Tow~ I T--A l l D 
• • ·i or ct)eck off .. your. ss.oo. · _. _. . . -
. · m_i'nirnum purchase -on . . · . . · · · · _ . . . : . 
_.·.the Charlie Collection· It's worth 26.00, but it's· yours for 1ust 6.00 with any purchase 
order form below· plus of 5.00 or ·more from the Charlie Collection by Revlon. You 
· ·-s~:OD to rec~ive your::,::·;: ;,g~t"Mcire-Mbisture.('J\oist_uri~er, 'Ft.esh_New Makeup in Beige 
oraer by_ mail. Please · · (Medium), Fresh Fresh Eyecolor in S1lverfrost Plum 73 and 
don't. forge~ sales ta?< . Concentrated. Perfume Spray. Plus your own 'Stow-It-All" 
::- :: .. :,·.:: -~r~!~·;~ota 1}~~- .YP_~r ··.. in ctar.k. -bl~e):o.rduroy, to_ pack-up and take w_herever you 
· · .. _.. like.! 
' I • •; I '- • • • • • ~ : I • ' ' ' 
.·.:..;r---:----.-:-~~~:--.----.-~.-----~-"."".'---:------------
·. · ('· , .... ·. _:_·_,:··· ·:ttae Ctiar.l.te.·co~lection .~'V Revlon 
~ < ... 1, 0 I ', : ) ••I • .' ~ ' I • I L 
·> .. ·.-. '..:,,.,:Supe;ior Cleansing·-s~r' ,,;,-- 6'oi. 4".50" D .· · Real Live Blush 0.2 oz. 3.75 
Pur~ Creme Cora! D goldfrost brown D :: .. · .. :··I ;~~~-peri~;·tieans~ng~~o~ii>n ·: ~ . ·s o.z. s.oo o· 
::.;.. : . ·~I .. S~in-:Balancing Tol'liC. · ·. · · · .8. ~i.· 4.75 o . 
,~-,, :·~-1:} •:, -~.--~ L •,, ,r, ,'~ ,',• • ... Silverfrost Plum ci 
,Jo • .: 
. I Skln:Condmoning:ro_nic · soz. 4.75 o LashiesJ Mascara 
. · ,1:.~ M~r:~, M.~-~~~~;~ -~~i~~ur·ii_er .. ' _4 0~:. s:.50 D . Black 0 
: .: ;j 1 .. ,:Jl~.r,e !V'oisture ~~;n~~~t~a~e ·-: L25·01,-. 6.50 D < ·soft·Black o 
, . ·. · - jl · Fresh.'·New Makeup···.·. · · · ; · · 2 oz. 5.00 · · Extra _Extra Shine .Lipgloss .08 oz. 3.50 
.. :; : ·.-.-.. :.<~L ..... · .. "Bei.ge <Medi~m>'.~. Beig~· (~~~Y.>_D . Clear D Sheerfrost Cocoa o ? 'i'.:'?tl +:•]: i; .· · .. -·. _ ... B.~lg~ (Llg~tl D . Raisin D She:rfro: Copp~~--! 
::~.~ . ·: -: . :. >- :.·.If· .. ,. r "A I 
. ~~ : .:)l ,• · _. ;' • .. -· .:./ .. \.. ·. . , . ... , . . /~ I 
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····~~·~•1rr 
that he didn't think /that student input was throp_gh a. few channels and could .be changed , President James Whalen arrived at Ithaca 
College pledging that he would have •an open 
administration that would be willing to listen to 
input from the colle~e community. Instead, he has 
a closed administration that does not seem to have , 
a shred of interest in any comments or· opinions 
from students and faculty - regarding . campus 
concerns. 
essential. The point here is that·none of the deans significantly. P.re~dent Whalen contradicted 
publicized the forums efficiently and that both Borton sayµig. .. tha( the budget. was essentially 
they and President Whalen, could have created finalized, but that it was subject to change<by,_the 
more awareness of the forums. · -Board of Trustee~. The point is that-Borton was so 
President Whalen has totally failed to follow afraid to admit 'thaHhe budget was basi~Ally don~.' 
thr-0ugh on the possibility he discussed last year of Rather, he pretended that 'the :wfiole subject 
holding open meetings with students at regular couldn't even be ~scussed yet. · Whalen candidly 
intervals. President Whalen has chosen to isolate stated that· it was likely that the budget· would go 
himself ·in Job Hall without informing the vast unchanged. Borton had exercised· caution ·and 
majority of us of his activities . caused confusion. \ for . no reason whatsoever. 
He has traveled with an amazing frequency to One final note is that the Board of Trustees of 
attend all kinds of college conferences. and this college are even more inaccessible. This is 
meetings. It is highly questionable whether natural to some degree in that most o(them don't 
Whalen could serve the Ithaca College community· live nearby. Yet one would expect that if a student 
better making trips to numerous locations or ri~ht or faculty · member really wanted to address a 
here on campus trying to solve immediate, pressmg Board member with a legitimate concern, they 
problems. could. WRONG. The only knowledge we have of 
. This administration . has been extremely 
elusive and inaccessible in many instances. Last 
year, President Whalen and his fellow administra-
tors handled the presentation of the budget 
incompetently as they mistakenly allowed the 
entire college community to think that there were 
large academic cuts being m~e without clarifying 
the matter until the budget was finally discussed at 
the February Community Council meeting. Then 
over the summer, President Whalen fired Dean 
Baker of the Humanities and Sciences school. He· 
refused to explain why he fired Baker and has 
never publicly discussed his reasons for .doing so. 
Instead, Whalen chose to make the puzzling 
statement that Baker was taking a "terminal leave 
of absence." That's an inane way of saying he was 
fired, but one can only speculate that Whalen 
The Faculty Council recently was influenced the ~ trustees is . A LIST OF THEffi NAMES 
. by the extreme inaccessibility of the president in PRINTED IN 'mE CATALOGUE. President 
their efforts to ·re-evaluate their function. At their Whalen has a policy of ~fusing to release . the 
January meeting they had . to tolerate hearing addresses and ,phone numbers of any . ,of the 
Acting- Provost -Frank. Falcone . serve as .11_ trustees. Why? · He probably fears that the 
ADOA!:!!smart for Whalen Listening to Falcone trv - trustees might be hassled ~oo much. One response 
\ to interpret how co~fo ... rtable Whaien was ~ith to that is that maybe they shoul1 be hassled. :Th~y 
th;.,.and-that reminded one of a r>ress secretary are the .ones who. have the ultunate authonty m 
· Whalen certainly doesn't need a press running this college.· It's about time we saw one-of 
-wanted to tone down the event.· 
Then · this year during the first semester 
Whalen ordered each of the academic deans to hold 
open forums for students about next year's budget. 
As noted in the Ithacan, no one showed up at the 
meetings, but the point is: did that bother the 
Administration, or did they chuckle to themselves, 
perhaps, realizing that that made things easier for 
them. They probably did not care anyway. Dean 
Keshishoglou of ~J?munications openly stated 
secretary. His assistant, Walter Borton, fills that these gentlemen ~ace ,the campµs. After all a few 
role-quits well. His chief job seems to be speaking of them are promment enough to. be in Who's Who 
for the president--which is quite often since Whalen in America; .Sadly enough, readers of that book 
is absent so mu'ch of the time. Recently two know better than the college community which 
Ithacan staff members approached Borton after the they supposedly represent.. . · . -
All-College Faculty Meeting to inquire about .the It is interesting to add that when, The Ithacan 
state of this year's bud~et. He responded as if he questioned a Board member who lives in the Ithacl!r · 
were baffled 'that questions should be asked about area about the budget process, he said, "You'll 
the budget since he said it was far from bei~g have to .get t~t Jrom the President_'s office." 
finalized. He indicated that it. still had to f{O _ Just you try.. '- · 
Alternative 
Needed· 
The about-face by Congress last Thursday 
evening is a significant act. Not only was the 
expressed concern for human rights commendable, 
but the apparent consciousness reised by this 
controversy was a good sign as well. 
Unfortunately, Thursday's meetingl__showed 
another side of Congress. That it took an issue of 
this stature to draw a near-capacity membership is 
a sad reflection on the Congress itself. It is 
unfortunate that Congress has become,such a Jowly 
cog in the College governing machinery. that some 
members consider attendance at the Tuesday night 
meetings "torturous." In fact, last weeks meetings 
were the first in quite some time worth-covering. 
They were unlike most Congress meetings. 
Why is thi~ the case? ·a· Because of the issue 
involved, of course. But why was a mass 
mobilization on both sides of the buffet issue 
necessary to fill the Congressional body? 
Congress cannot hope to survive with the hope of 
an occasional hot issue to arouse its members. 
Another, more feasible, alternative is needed. A 
body is called for whose main accomplishment is 
more than overcoming Robert's Rules of Order. 
At last check there were several proposals on the 
drawing board to restructure Student -Govern-
ment. 
I 
At last check there were several proposals on the 
drawing board to restructure Student Govern-
ment. The time has come to bring these alternative 
forms of government to the,forefront. There may 
not be perfect governance Jurkin~ in the wings, 
but, excepting last week, the possibilities must be 
more tempting than the present Student Congress. 
Also, it is realized that the change cannot be 
implemented overnight. Perhaps, however_, if 
structuring of a framework for next year is begun 
THIS YEAR, then student government- next year 
may be worthwhile once again. 
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A Positive Awakeninl{ 
. . . 
To The Editor: doing?''. and· <Jeep down inside are locked within themselves. 
- After reading the editorial couldn't care less how they were. Their are so many closed doors. 
· entit}ed "Get Off Your Ass" I OF·of the times I did care but Open them up and communicate! 
could not help feeling I had been they just shrugged me off with a I so rarely get into a good 
.. slapped hard across the face by quick "fine" or ·:o.K." and- then conversation around· here, and 
some unseen force. I read it over hµrrie~ past ~. Or the many when I ;do, ·it is as refreshing as a 
again and then over once more'. . times · I've picked up a daily spring rairi.- · · -
This editorial both comforted me newspaper and i:ead no deeper -The general attitude of this 
and deeply disturbed me .. rt. was., ,into it than a quick·skimming.of . {lla~i5:dilngerous. The lack of 
a comfort in that it illustrated in the headlines. Or. the i:nany . personaj warmth :and -imagina-
print someone else's thoughts · : times I've gotten · high or dl'llnk · · tive stimul_atiori induces me to be 
about Ithaca College which coin" with my friends (unfortunatly,,:.1J;oJ9,.:)lru:l.:unimaginative and God 
. .cided with the way I felt. They ,:-./'.ca~ual . aquaintances" is . tfie . only kppws that I don't want to 
'. were thoughts which before· better word) and-wound up in a lie tlt'af way'. The editorial made 
hand, I assumed as being my own room with a bunch of them, the , nie'-realize tliat I have to push 
personal hang-ups about Ithaca.\ stereo going fu~ _bla~t,. tli,e ··t.y. , 1• hard..._ ;ipd, f!)l'C~ ·, myself to rise 
. · · College. . . . It was disturbing on·, and all of us Just s1ttmg there above the nothmgness that I am 
· because eve·ry word in that with glazed, burn't 'out expre~- speaking··or: Things don't have 
editorial concerning apathy, in:. sions on our faces .. · 1f everyone to be the way -they are .. Many 
diffetence, and uninvovlement could just talk to each other more people. here have so much 
seemed to say to me: "you! You. things would be so much better. dynamic potential. and genuine 
are guilty of these things!" : · · · And I mean talk to each other · goodness inside them. If they 
· For th,e past few weeks I have . not just discuss the best brand of could only be affected by what . 
been walking around this campus weed on campus or the 'phy~ical was printed in last Thursday's 
feeling sorry for myself. I had a . attributes of membe_rs of the Ithacan ,the way. I was, a gloriQUS 
number of pi:rsonal ~isaP.point- opp~site ~ex. · The. prob_lem of n,ew m~ve~entso.uld be crea~~d. 
ments regardm_g an mability to talkmg lies · so mueh' il'I· our Im bemg 1dealistic, I know, li'ut 
relate to Certain people and attitudes . about , OUrse}V!3$:. '.: J. that is the. wa_y'f ~t ' I. ·., 
specifically, an unexplainable . strongly agree in what the There were probably a large · 
loss of affection from one I love : ·.·editorial said about m;my of us nu111ber Qf. people adversly , af- . 
deeply. Anyway, because of this· . · thinking only . of ourselves. i\,t' fected by all that was "Said in "Get: 
I withdrew from everything·· . times we care aµd worry so .much . Off Y.our . .A:ss". "Those who felt 
around me and lamented in about oiir"own well being'.that-we opposed can be divided into two 
depression. It was in this . -shut everything and everybody groups: The people who truly· 
depressed state that I began to out. From·my own experience;. -work hard, and give of them-
see something that I've been . last week I was . eati:ng lunch, : selves to make- Ithaca College a· 
bli!l~ to because I have been part. .~thinking c1:bout how rotten life-~ better place; and those wJio were 
of1t myself. It seems that there ·. :was treatmg me and a very . stunned· .and made tembly un-, 
is an air of nothingnesson this . pleasant and friendly· individual · i::ommfortable when /they read 
campus. I don't know quite how sat down next to me arid.tried to . the truth· about themselves. 
to explain it and perhaps noth- talk. I said no more than three or It was a damn good editorial 
ingnes is a harsh way to eut it, . : four quick sentances to him :and : and was one ofthe more piercing 
but I do know that there is then got up and left, crushing ' and· true pieces of writmg I've , 
·· something wrong. : him silently for. sitting with me. . encountei:ed:in a-gr.eat while. : 
I think of how many times I.· 'This is· so wrong and -yet. so' · ·· -. ·' · . : ·. ,,W.S. Meehan 
said to people: "How're ya _commonpl<>ce. ~o ma_ny !)eople . ,. _ . ·, · . 
• • I • " ' • 
To the Editor: . ; The writer · not only repeats to .create-_- an , 'adolescent shock'. 
I can only hope that last weel;t's the phrase, "give a shit" four appeal, a "look what we can get . ' 
editorial, "Get Off Y ~ur ·.Ass!", ,times, (would he .r..eally like us to away with" type of exibitionism ... 
l was a satire, -since it exemplifies · ?), but feels c9mpe~ed, tel add .. P~a~Editor, lam not impressed,:-
tne very narrow-mindedness and such clarifying phrases as; "what · · I find it-sadly ironic that, after: 
ignorance of which . the writer the hell" and "for, Chrissake". . his tirade condeming t_he studeriL 
complains. · I realize.that the· ltha~ is·_an :,.stagnation·· at :IC, . the. only · 
Is this editorial intended to independent .newspaper;· .but is·· ,conchision the writer- comes up· 
stand -as an examp_Je of the : ; this the best- thing _:r_ou can ,do .. :wit~ 'is ~hat we should "Get off,· 
lthacan's fine journalism? If so, - . with your free<lom from censor- our: asses, Get out of ourselves!: > 
may I suggest that the editor· . 'ship? , · · · · · . : _,- : ,·:-. '·. ~ ._<f.tolou~~; _rea~~y .P~r~ugd. . : : ; 
"give a g?<Idamn~·. abou~ ,some- · ·: -I. use all ·of ~'1e word_s _1·?6Ject-- • · ·For this ed1tor1al, may. I·, 
thing besides the meaningless,. · to 1.n your article. It !s ·l!ot th~: sug&'es~ an aw~d? _ I_ wo~d bk~-: 
cliched, four-letter words he ,words- themselves .which ar o_l>:- ,, . to give the writer -what he truly: . 
assaults us with, and extend his.· ·.jectionalifo, but their µ,se. · They 1:. • de~erves, :-~ :h~ own, proverbuµ_, 
vocabulary a bit to include words ·are randomly tlµ'.own··m, and do 1• shit: , , · > · 
like "care", "interest", and "fu- not clarify anything'.but the f1,1ct' : · 
volvement". ,,.Tb~y are not too:.-.. that the writer·w;is_ yery ~gitat':~:. · Qwte Sincerely,· · 
hard to spell an<I with a little , ed, and has less-than a: sopho-: . · 'l'Jieresall; ~olomon ~, 
practice the ~ter may be, able,< moric vocabulary. ·.~e on,l_y , . ,, .. 
. to master their. use. . ... - , ... · :, · other purpose they may serve JS . . • · , , . ·, ;,\; 
... · .,,. · · · .. ·., ' , · ~- .. · _: :~L~:i;;~~~~~L·::L.'.~:j:-;>-22~:isLi.:i~,iJ~i~?::~f)E/ 
i,,,···. 
/ 
.. :.,, ~ ·. , ' "/ I ·~ .., '·"'·' j ·'-·· ( I ' ' •• , •• ~·,. I Tlie' Ithacan, February 10, 1977 page 5 
·-To The Editor: -. Uy &bert Taub and Mike Sauber 
. . . . . ,.,....., ' 
. I ~ .Y~ry grateful . to '. ~~e .~U<l~nt_ body of 4,~UO, participa- : will be spending four years of HU8tler has a re_putation as a 
editorial. .get off' · your °?sl tion 1!I th~ college s activities is their life and n-ot benefiting from magazine that nobody quotes but 
~ve~hmg t~at. w~ mentioned ~ertamly madequate and I am the myraid services and exper- everyone reads. Considering the 
1s . mdeed md1<:a~iye .of the _glad that the Itha~n has again iences that a college can offer. A content of Hustler and it's huge 
attitudes and act1v1t1es of many taken a stand on this matter. good many times I find myself circulation, I would have to agree 
Ithaca College students. The .ant~-apathy editorials of falling into the same lethargic with both of these statements. 
. ~ .have attended n~m~rous preceedmg i_ssues a~ now given attitude, content with sitting in Nevertheless, no matter how 
activit!e:5 ~d heard a maJority ?f- the emp_hat1c b~cking they de- the Pub and chasing women. popular Hustler is, the editor and 
the v1s1tm_g sp~akers, and 1n serve. I appreciate the concern This editorial will hopefully publisher of the magazine, Larry 
many of the cases, att~ndence of t~e Ithacan in-attempt~g to awaken the dormant energies Flynt, was found guilty Tuesday 
was poor, thus reflecting t~e -~otzvate t~e students. It is very within the student body and of engaging in organized crime 
students.lack of co~cern. While d1sheart';lmng to think that a allow -them to gain from the and pandering obscenity. Flynt 
one. can_ t generalize about a substantial number of st1,1dents many experiences offered. was sentenced from 7 to 25 years 
Sincerely, in prison on the organized crime 
''Crude" Lq,ngua,i;e Timothy Callaghan charge along with a six month sentence on the the obscenity G -,;, charge. Fines of 10,000 and ays .L' avored l,00~ dollars were levied res-
• pect1vely. 
. To the Editor: 
The editorial in the February 3 
issue of the Ithacan entitled "Get 
-Off Your ----" had some 
weJI made points in .it regarding 
apathy on a college campus. 
Unfortunately, I feel, that many 
members . of the Ithaca College 
community were turned oft to' 
the entire content of the article 
becaus~ of·the crude language 
used in an. <!ttempt to emph_as~~-
-fhe EngHsh language is a rich 
one. It is not necessary to either 
dig into the vocabulary of anal 
fi_?Cations nor to c?nstantly blas-
pheme in orde"r to make a ·point. To the Editor: 
Persons _who consider them- As an outsider to the School I 
selves ~1ters _shoul~ _be able_ to have both a passing interest and 
emphasize their pos1t1ons usm perhaps a more accurate view of 
the vocabulary befitting a stu- . the School's problems than those 
dent "above the ground" news- . within. · 
paper. · I have been following the 
problems with the Gays, as 
Sincerely, reported by the Ithacan. 
Constantine A. PeriaJas · While I believe the Ithacan is 
Vice President doing a valuable service to the 
Student and Campus Affairs School community, I believe 
there is a relative one-sidedness 
continued on page 9 
I 
B£ HIN J). CL.oSU> ~oocs \o0 1U1TC:.t1€.LL. 
This inane attempt at justice 
is a mockery of the freedoms that 
this country is supposed to be 
based on. It seems that the 
people in Ohio(where Flynt was 
found guilty) have forgotten the 
rights of freedom of speech and 
freedom of the press. What give 
s Ohio, one state out of fifty-, the 
ritht to condemn a magazine 
with a national circulation? 
No one is forced to read 
Hustler magazine; the people 
that consider it obscene simply 
do not have, to purchase it. 
There are other magazines ont 
the" market that are quite com-
parable to Hustler, yet they 
haven't been brought up on any 
charges. All of these magazines, 
including Hustler, can be found 
in abundance on the Ithaca 
College campus, which is not 
exactly a center of moral depri-
vation. 
The fact that Flynt. is being 
charged for organized crime is 
quite ludicrous. He has hurt no 
one, while other forms of organi-
zed crime corrupt our govern-
ment and damage society. 
Although Hustler may be a 
sexist magazine, (which has 
nothing to do with the prosecu-
tion of Flynt) people still have a 
ri~ht to i;irint ~~d r~ad what they 
wish. Its as mJust1ce that Flynt · 
must be subject to the reaction-
ary beliefs of a small grour of 
people. He is going to appea the 
decision, an act that will hope-
fully make some of our civil 
libertarians sit up and take 
notice. If all criminal proceed-
ings and sentencing were exped-
ited like the Hustler case, there 
would be no problem of over-
crowed courts. 
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11 s '1>1E. 7Ho11ut1T 
THAT COUNTS, WALT ... 
'TH£ 1HOU G..MT ! · RE.S1' or: 111£.. . 
I\DM1N..STR,Al10N 11) 
1)() 1'H( SAM£. 
UNTIL FWTHEA tJoilC£ 
tlf l Clf-.U~lUA. 
UM OU St NE. .SU v,c ( 
111/JT tny AO~INISTJU\n,w 
NOMI ENJOYS. 
L4.\E ,,us IO[A)T5 
HAVE ~T 70 
UNUSUAL G!F~TS 
·the iron shop 
.._the commons 
SOMETHING NEW FOR 
· THE LC~ COMMUNITY 
- ' . 
SEMI-FORMAL 
DANCE 
with 'STRAIGHT LIFE' 
Saturday, February 12 9~lpin 
Terrace Dining Hall., 
. l)cJ{~s o~ sale. in the · 
Towers Mailrooms and the Egbert Union 
' ' 
$3.00/ single $5.00/ couple 
FREE MUNCHIES 
·BEER AND. MIXED DRINKS 
I ~ A VAR..ABLE 
FIRST DRINK-HALF_ PRICE! 
· D0N'T-.'i\1iss--Tr11s· ·. 
. .. . ., ·EVEN .. f.L. . . 
SPONSORED sy:;THE :roWERS . 
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FREE DELIUERIES 
WITH ORDERS OF 55o00 
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steak and cheese sub 
SPiedi 






2/3 lb. cheese bureer sub 
ham and swiss cheese sub 





































COMMONS WEST · 
_ -ITHACA. ff. Y •. 14850 
PHONE 273-6464· 








.:;' ' •, ... -.· .·,:,·~.00 DELIUER.V CHARGE 
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- -.-- 'For a r,efre~iilg~id·wmter:s Eve interl~de, ;(Jif~vbs;;~:~~ .. ~?~ o~.t~r-sh!?~f.iii'l~~\t~i~~bts(: 
highll suggest .v~u·~tch the Drama and_~h/ _ -.H~nte our cl,aract~rs .~~~,:1.!5.;lJltQ .tµe w.®ds-
De1>_t·s. p_resentation of A· MIDSUMMER NIGHT" ~~re another. love .story prev~. Ob~,vn played 
DREAM_; It would be an understatement to say'cra.ftily:by_ltenry Keith Mand~ll wants the love of 
you wilf enjoy yourself. · · · · _ · the bewitching 1itam'.a; . created by. :Diµ-by:. Rowe, · 
7 :45PM" NEWS SCENE Local, National, and It w~ perhaps for the first time that I ha\'.e and. with his magical power'$ entreats heteyes upon . 
International News · ·ever seen· Shakespeare's ever-pertinent comedy of a human ~as~ who is really· Bottom, .th~ Taylor, 
8:00PM ONE NIGHT STAND Music and love ~d misplacef dew . drops .. treated-.-:..so ·play~q SJ?endidlyby,StewartA. Scfu~eck, turned to 
Talent are Featured . humanistlcly, · . · ·· a man with-an asses head, . - · · . . -. · ·• 
8:30PM CREATIVE TOUCH Art Oriented Unaer Earl McCarroll's direction the total cast ',l'hiouglip,ut, a· Mid~ummer -Night'~ Dream·;' 
9:00PM BLUES CALL has portrayed their characters.with.such vivacity Robin.GqodFellows (Puck).antic:s bring light t.Q:all-: .. 
9:30PM WOMEN REDEFINED t_hat not for a mome~t do they loose yol}! atten~ion .. who ~e light n~arted. ,fac~ :Pe~val giyes . 
10:00PM THE NOTHING SPECIAL Comedy · If you do nc..fknow'the sweet tale of.love between an ~utstanding ~d versatile performance., . _ . · 
10:30PM NEWS SCENE _ Hermia and her _Lysander and Helena · and It is not until the cl~e of .. the-show. that my 
-WEDNESDAY FEB. 16, 1977 only Demetriusyou will have no trouble following the .laughter:· .and, delightment came close· to being,,, 
actions or this most understandable production. . ~controla_ble:' Aaron Lustig gives a·rare and conµc · 
8:00PM KEEP THE CUSTOMER SATISFIED If yo11 do know the story it will ·only emphasize your performance portraying Thisbe in ~a !Jhort play .. 
Consumer Oriented · · affection for such a .classic.· · . . . being ~sented before the lov~r'.s.on thei.t' wedding 
8:30PM ED COMM PRESENTS ... ITBACA · Basic~ly it is the stoey'of two athenian couples night. In f~ct ~he cast_ of _:villager~,.who pei:fo~ _the 
EDUCATION · who are ill fated to)ove the wrong p~ple. It is,-Eltory,of Pyr~rnis and '.l'ltisbe all ~qually. r~lish the 
9:00PM PEITY THEIT An Ithaca College TV when the creatures· of the woods take part in the comic .asp~cts Qfthe play,._ '. ·_. .- _ .· . . -· . -· 
60 minute special ensuing.affair by sprinkling'the eyes:orthe lovers All etements· of-the production were comple-. · 
10:00PM THE NOTHING SPECIAL Comedy , with the' pollen of a magi~ flower that· the plot takes_ mentary to on.~ 3!10t)l.er. pe!}ign~d by Joye~ Ay~ta, SIA•---------------------shape. . · . . . · . Th,e cof!tumes, m part1cu)~ .:wer~- outstandmg, 
ARNOLD P-RINTING 
CORPORATION 
FOR ALL YOUR 
PRINTING NEEDS 
LETTERPRESS ·a OFFSET 
(807) 272-7800 418-E. State·st. 
Hhaca N.Y. 
· Through Beth Remstedler s endearmg and lending a light,, personabt~. touch to the sty}~ 9f the 
vivacious portrayal of Hermia the audience finds play .. ··.·., ·. · . . . , ., · .- .. ,,.. . · . 
itself involved in a most hum'imistic predicamen~. · . , . In conclusion.I_ f.ount'.l A Midsummer Night's , 
Hermia lQves Lysander and Lysander l!)yes bream conclusively the .most Sl!c.cessf14_product~n 
Hermia, but she is destined to marry. a; .bold and ·this year. Wh~_ the show. lacked. in· ~omplex set 
loving Demetrius played by Jerry Smith •. But alas design-an~ unusual effects· it. made up for in pure 
Helena.Hermias; lifelong friend loves Demetrius honest entertainment. · . , . . · ...• - , 
and ha~ w,int to follow him to.the ends of the earth.' A Midsummer Night's- Dream can be seen.in_ : 
Priscill . ersz as He~ena Js marvelous; and her The Are11a .Theatre in the, Dillingham .. Center tor , 
plot to c. •r pemetrius' love .for her friend. T_he ~erform!Jlg Arts through Febru_ary 12:th.- ,: . 
humoro11.:. .:a.-hke brawl l,>_etween the two bMuties . , . .- 1 - _ 
AT THE CROSSROADS·: 
. WE GET YOUR 
~,a.IA HEAD 
Thie; Friday night a new band will make it on 
campus debut in the Crossroads. The ·band is' 
comprised of. seven talented· 'musicians playing a 
wide fange : - of instruments. 
Lisly Giscombe the vocalist is an I.C. freshman 
voice major. Playing bass is Colin Spence a senior 
vio}a major who has been heard playing· with a . - . 
number of bands in the Ithaca, and NY areas. Scott 
Cushman the guitarist is also an important member 
.,.... ·"V._ . TOGETHER' 
JI~:~. 
FOR 
MEN & WOMEN 
~~t WATF.RJ:ll .. 
0~ 702 Willow Av~nueOJ\l-~ 277-080'0 I -< r 
Ithaca's Finest Niqhtclub 
open every -day ·3prn~ la_m 
WE.b. SINGL-ES Nl·G_HT 





3: oo·~ -_7: _o·o _·_ 
· . : • Q~ the -Ith_aci,t .College Jazz Lab playing. jfiZZ· guitar. 
- Bill Harns another member of the Jazz Lab .elays - · · · 
the flute, and ten()r, alto and soprano sax for' Main 
_ S9..ueeze0-;··0irdrott1.s is.Joel Thomas·an LC: TV &R- -:..· · ·-
- Major, he·alsQ assists with vocali_Kick Coffey will ; .... 
. ' plar the t~mbone, flute, synthesizer and piano and ' .. 
wiI b~ kept yery.,,busy:.,. ~Mike. Watkinsdhe-man. . ; :_. · ,_ -
··~-- , ,:,who-put-the'band•m'Ithaci and New-York City and· 
. is also a jazz pianisT for 'f{ie ·J"azz Lab. 
· "Main S4!1e~":..should be. a highly musical 
e~erience:·Tryther:it out· at the Crossroads Friday 
'Nignt; February' ll,~: . ,. 
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TJir~e recitals .by Ith~a Col- · scneawed ~ Walter Fdrd Hal;rat , The ''Top Ten" songs-~p~ar Juilliard Sch~l ofMus1c~.She has 
lege musi.c s~udents ~ take ... ~:15:p.m., IS free ~ the publi~. . . in London, Amsterdam and sung on NBC s "Today ~how, 
. place publicly m the Nabe1:1haut:r-.. ·ftfrs1. Cove~ will_ be making_ --Rome between 1640 and 1640 will NBC Ope~a b~easts, m the 
· Room of ·Walter Fora Hall thlS her first ~n~rt appearance of be presented at Ithaca College's Metromedia Fest1v!11 of the Arts 
weekend,: F~b. 11~13. ,. . , t~e ~demic year, ~er progrSJ!l .School of Mwµ,c, Sunday, by t~e in New Yor~ and m, the Broad,: 
At 1 P.M'.~ Friday: (Feb. 11) a ~ns~~.of ~our maJor co~?Os•- · "Conviviorum Deliciae," a trio way r.roouctions of 'The .~k 
program of short ·instrumental tions: It~ Con~rto by comprised of soprano, lute and and 'The Golden Cage. Her 
selections will be' presented ·by Bach, "Sonata·m E MaJOr, Opus recorder The public is invited to concert appearances range from· 
the follqwing: John Trowbridge, ·109" by Beethoven, "Hungarian hearBettyWilsonLong, Edward ... folk.son~ to Beethoven's "Missa 
David Sager, Robert Ensinger. Rhapsody No. 12" by ~ .. and Flower and Bernard Krainis in Solemms" and incl~de much, of 
trombon~: Joseph Rako"1ski, "Le Tombeau de Couperin by· concert at 8:15 p.m. in Walter the standard oratono repertoire. 
bass trombone; Karen .. ~ss, Rav.el. . . . ' ' . Ford Hall. . The performers _will conduct 
· clarinet; Gererd-McGlone,, viola; Smee Joining the music school Conviviorum Deliciae (a feast two workshop sessions on ·earl_y 
Robert Serim!11e, harps_ichord. · faculty in 1968, .Mrs. Covert ~as of de~hts) takes its nam~ from a music at the. School of Music 
They are pupils of mUSlc school been ·one of, its most_ ·active collect;ion of dances wntten by Monday mornmg, Feb. 14. A 9 
faculty . Allen Ostrander, Ger- per!ormers, giving numerous · J.C. Demantius in 1608. Inc!uded a.m. session in t~e Instrumental 
hardt Koch Jennie Hansen Koch recitals on and off campus, in· the Sunday program will be Rehersal Room will be conducted 
and Josweph Tague. . . . t~g part' ~ chamh:«;r musJc lute and recorder songs and their by . i,:iowe~ and Mr,:1. Long; 
Deborah. SP,enc!r will give concerts, pl~ymg ~a?J?~ichord m instrumental variants fav~re~ by KramlS will mee~ 1_nterested 
her senior vocal recital at 1 p.m. '.'T}le M~se s Delight and ac- England and on the Continent at persons on the aud1tonum stage 
Sunday. She is 'a student of Prof. companym~ other faculty and the same time. The' instrument- at noon. 
Leslie Be,nnett. ---... . visiting art1Sts. .. . . ·alists will utilize recorders of 
Clarinetis~ ~OnJlthan. Towne Mary_ An!f .. Covert s~udied ~ varying sizes and a chit~ne, Conrad Susa, -young profes- , 
will present hlS JUru~ recital at 3 . her nativ~ city: ~emp~is, ~d m ari early long-necked guitar, as sional composer and conducto~, 
· p.m. Sunday. · His program Tekas with SllVIo Seionti. She well as the lute. will speak informally about music 
consists of clarinet sonatas by holds performance degrees -from Bernard Krainis is currently a and the theater at the college 
Bax and Honegger, "~uite for Memphis S~ate • ~d Oklahoma faculty member at Smith Col- level Momiay (Feb. 14) at 4 p.m. 
Violin, Clarinet and Piano" by Baptist Universities. She was -- lege. He is a cofounder and in the Arena Theater of the 
Milhaud an~ ''The Shepherd on the. winner .o! 1 several Young fQrmer associate dir~r of the Dillingham Center. Susa
1 
who 
the Rocks by · Schumann. Artist Competitions.. New York Pro Musica -an~ has written numerous successful 
A~sisting student performers are , As orche~tral soloist sh.e has former president o! the Am~~-.. scores for theater, filll}S and 
Deborah _Bau~ec_ht, soprano; appeared with t~e Memphis ~d can Recorder Societ~. Kr!111119 television, is in th4: area ~o 
Terry Edick, violin; :Jeannet~ Tulsa SY:fflphorues, the Stavm- has tau~ht at· Columbia. Uruver- observe the production of hlS 
Wilsen, . Ken. Carey and Rob1;l1 sky festival Orchestra and the sity, Kirkland College. and the -recent opera "Transformations," 
Cameron, piano. Towne lS Festival Orchestra . of Rome. Eastman School of MuS1c. which will be performed at the · 
currently studying with Ger- Itlay,.where she was artist-in-re- Edward Flower teaches guitar . Eastman School of Music later 
hardt Koch during the sabbatical siden~ in 1974. She .took part in at Ithaca College. Born in this month. The Ithaca College 
of his regular instructor, Prof. a nationally teleVISe~ Ithaca Stratford-on-Avon, England, he community is welcome to attend 
Robert Sehr.:i.it. College conce~ several years studied extensively in Europe ~t the Moriday discussion. 
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Nabenhauer ~m. Walter ~ord ture~ soloist in the college's London, The Segovia School and 
Hall. Senior vocal recital: special Commencement Eve con- the Instituo Musical Oscar Espla 
Deborah Spencer .. Free. ~ert. Her ·perfo~ance. credits . in Alicante. His major recitals SIGN UPz UNION-AND TERRA' 
Sunday, Feb. 13, 3 p.m. mclude two Cai:negie Recital Hall have been in London, Stockholm, 
Nabenhauer Room, Walter Ford programs, and she has recorded Athens and New York, where 
Hall. Junior recital: Jonathan for Mark and Crest ~cords. he has played at Lincoln Center 
Towne, clarinet; assisted by A sabbatical leave last se- with the Chamber Music Society ,1 
Debbie Bauknecht, soprilno; mester took Mrs. Covert and her tlie Metropolitan Museum and 
Terry Edick, violin; Je_annette husband, P~of. John Covert, also Carnegie Recital Hall. Among his 
Wilson, !(en Carey, ~bm Cam- of ~he. mQ~ic faculty, to Europe festival appearances are Tangle-
eron piano. Music by . Bax, for h1Storical research at the wood and Bath, En~land. 
Schu'bert, Honegger, Milhaud. !J~_tis~ Music, Vie!1na, Prague, Soprano Betty Wilson ~ng, a· 
. Free. · Leipzig and Berlin. She also charter member of the New York 
Sunday, Feb, ,13, 8:11? p.m. spent some time observ~g key- Pro Musica Antiqua, received 
Walter Ford Hall. Renaissance board-related work at tlie Ro:v~1 her musical :training at the. 
concert by Conviviorum Deliciae: Academy of Music in London. 
Bernard Krainis; reco:i:ders; Bet- ,, · 
ty Long, soprano: Edward Flow- · 
er, lute and chitarrone. ·Pro-
gram: Celebrated·lute songs and . 
their instrumental variants.' 
Free. 
Wednesday, Feb. 16, 8:15 p.m. 
Walter-Ford Hall. . Ithaca College 
Concert Band conducted by 
Edward J. Gobrecht, Jr.; Peter 
Hedrick, ob.oe soloist. Program: 
Verdi Overture, Rimsky-Korsa-
kov "Variations on a Romance by 
Glinka" for solo oboe 'and wind 
band,, -Schonberg "Theme and 
Variations," Copland "The Red 
Pony" premiere of Armand· 
Russ~ll's "Myth for Winds and 
Percussion." Fi::,ee. 
· A Public Service· of this 1111 
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The lncredibleJ;q,~lJ~CayugO,-creature 
By George Meredith 
"I was sitting out on the porch very - late. one 
11,ight, getting into a little Tia Maria, when ;._;..<1111111••--•~=:::;;::=::--
·~omething caught my attention on the surface of . ? 
•===~-----
,, . Virtue of the Prayer-of a· Holy Man~ The account 
- describes a scene much like that in ·~The Exorcist" 
· where Saint Columbian is a bit more successful that 
the previously calm' wke. Tia noticed it-too~ A / = 
mass of fish were breaking the surface of the 
water awarently trying to ..escape something ----~ 
below'. Suddenly, a large bf,ack object aweared b = 
efore our eyes. It was shaped like an overturned 
boat and its oily bf,ack surface glistene!! in my porch · 
light as it glided past. We watched ,t follow the 
swarming mass of fleeing fish until it disawear.ed 
under the water. We were spe_echlessfor an hour." 
This was the most recent sighting of the 
- the peasoup-Iaden Father Kai:ras·. Careful.studies 
. - of the Ithaca Archives will reveal Indian legends of 
''.a· great water beast" that inhabited the lake. 
·Early settlers to. the area were puzzled by what 
__ .,. _____ =~ appeared to be floating logs, suddenly plunging to· 
the depths. Several senior' citizens remember 
being warned as children not to ylay too ·near the 
; banks of the lake because of the great beastie.;that 
lived there. Then, fo_ 1934 a Dr. 0. K. Milson 
nia:naged. fo train a camera on the creature. and -
' snap the famous "Docter's Picture" •. AS'-might be 
· expected, the p_l19tograph was immediately_ brand-
_:.ed. a_,fra.ud, regardle!?S of the: fact that.it clearly 
-showed- the .. head and .neck of a dinosaur-Jil!;e 
·_ monster · rising from ·the Jake. Many· ~tber 
, photographs have been taken since, however all 
· were· discredited or interpreted by experts as 
- explainable , inanimate . objects like gas-filled 
,. vegetatiion, or the'. half~submerged fabri~ of a 
... zepplin shot dow.n in World War I. , 
- phenomenon known to lakeside inhabitants as "The 
Lake Cayuga Creature." Although there have been 
numerous documented sightings ·by relatively 
respectable individuals, acknowledgeme~t ol some-
thing strange in the lake. has been demed by the 
authorities and the media -alike. Nevertheless, 
those who have· seen the creature are confident 
that it was not a figment of. the ima~ation, but 
terrifyingly .real. This rapidly-growing group· of 
believers are respectful of the Jake's unknown 
denizen and,- have dubbed it "Gayugee". Local. 
authorities dismiss re{'orts of th_e ·creature as 1 
"collegetown hallucinations" and advise alcoholic 
discretion to witnesses. However the sightings 
persist and will most probably continue to due so- -.-_;:;:::~~=::::::~_-:_·_•,!.'::: 
)Vith increasing freque~cr. until the e~istence of .a 
Come out, co~e out: 'Wh.er~ver_you-aref 
Skeptics of the .creature maintain that if there 
:is indeed an unknown animal species inhabiting the 
lake;· that it ought to be seen more frequently. by a 
hitherto unknown species of crea~ures m the lake IS · large· number of people. However they fail to 
realize that 40 yds from shore on either side, the 
·· a, lake plun~s to_ gr~~ depths •. where _ther are 
• ; .. underwater ledges· and rock faces with huge 
realized. · 
The earliest reference to the creature of Lake 
Cayuga is found in the 8th century biography of 
Saint Columbian, a man-of good substance and 
resident'poet. One 'of the cJtapters is entitled: Of . ,C: ' . 
the Driving Away of a Certain Water Creature by ------
....:~~~PPPl'l'll~:'W~ 
,rt over-hangs .. , I~ is_q~~ possible that. the c~ature(s) 
· · -· co_ntmued on pag·e 19 
THE DAY THEY TOOK ON 
THE REAL POWER -
Burt Lancaater In · _ 
"TWIUTE'S LAST GLEAMING"· (R> 
NITELY AT 0:55 & 9:30 
* SAT•SUN MAT. 1:30 





FRIDAY AND SATURDAY 
I .. THE SEVENTH SEAL ff 
L -UT 7'19&.,_&U aAt, ~-
A FILM BY A WOMAN, ABOlJTl 
4 WOM~Mlli[HYO:'.·. 
Nl1ELY 7:00 & 9:1~ SAT•SU'I MAT 1:30 
NSllllff SHOW FASIAY ANO SATURDAY 
ROD STEWART&FACES-
Eneriy:FaciniTlie HardFactS: 
by Jay Snider -~·c'_,. t ... ·:,, /~-/ .. -... _: 
· :'. ed, within days·, its cargo of habitat. A coat of oil on-;-their more than two thirds of this 
. Energy sources an~ c~>ns~rva- approximately 7 _ 1/2 million skin can hinder their exchange of. comes from automobile crank-
bon h_av_e b~come InaJOr IS~uet~f . . gal\ons of !J~ll-YY in~~st~ ~il J;iad5;' px~. These effects could · cases and machines, making the· 
our time. 1he _raiajficat~~n~:"Of invaded the sUJTOundmg- eco~ ;-,.-_serv&'to weaken any species- of p~rcentage ,from oil .spills very 
present day fuel sliortages ex- system. The attention given t4> fISh in the ecosystem, upsetting smalll(Source: Living .. in the 
ten~ bey~nd the scope of energy this catastropb~,.was exagger·ak nature's balance for years to Environment -- . Concepts, Prob-_ 
su~pJy into th~ spectrum .0 f ted when compared· to the come. leJDB,. Alternatives, _by .. G.Tyler 
· polit!cal, e.conomIC, and ecologic- damage done · exemplary of our ~ most dangerous damage Miller, Jr.0) '' • ·", • - • •. • 
· al d!scussion. 'I'h.rgugly:iut th! neglect. of the massive. destruc- however could be done tp the ·-Marine· ·life yields between 
: n.ext, ~e~~e _many. ~ru~~ ,<\eci- tion ;.dp_p.e~l;ti_ tlte ·:.enYirollRleiit abundant larvae in these waters. five and ten percent of' the total 
510'!8 , ,on,.- ¢ii'ergy·~1eoliey' ~ _ daily: ·, _ . _ ·Cod, Pllock, Haddock/Flounder, protein consumed-by .the world. 
options will be ma e th.at will Ecology_ is the··-study of the and· Halibut spawn there, after This eercentage is more ominous 
~ect the futur~ of ~ankind. It relation§.· between living orga- whicli their' larva floats to the than 1t ap_pears.~ :Five percent of 
is neces.sary t~at students of nisms a:na their~ environment. surface. Oil_ on the surface-would the world's, po~ulation is about 
today give serious th0ught to . An ecosystem is. a given com- smother them, ruining-the catch ·-two hundred.million people. This 
-these matters and ~~ able to · munity wltere these relation- ·- a ·full five years from now.. is an indicatio11.of the despair to 
mak~ the correct de.c~xons when · 5hips occur. In this.case, it is the Although toxic· chemicals- be wrought if fish become scarce 
~he tun~ comes .. This IS ~he ~ st area from Nantucket to the will probably not reach: man . and P,rii:ed beyond most people's 
m ,a seri~s ofart:icles d~~g with continental slope';· 185. miles out through. the food chain,' the-·· means:.~ · · -<·. 
this controversial topic. . . to sea. According to Professor· e~ects. will-reverberate to ·us in / · Some _people call for increas-
Last December the Liberian J .L. Confer (or Ithaca College - various forms. The area's fishing ed governm~nt re~ation~ Yet, 
tanker Argo Merchant ran a- Biology- deparlme.~t), over ~ ~dustry is ext~sive. and pos- acCQrding !o-P.rofessor. Confer, 
fiound off of Nantucket Island~ percent of our fIS~ IS h~ested m s1ble losses coul~ b~ ~over- the depl~tio~~owance on riatur-
assachussetts. Its hull crack · areas such as this. - m_ shalloy; able. The ~ult1,millio'! dollar. ~ re~ure~~;:~--t¢ic-.J>reak, makes 
-===========::;:=============:::;A waters near the Shore and. 10 SUtnmer tounst industry CO\Jld be . it ·more i?COnomieally •feasible to 111:f.. &,. 4 ... , · , estuaries (mouths of rivers crippled . if the beaches : are , dump: crankcase and machltie oil 
8 .,. ' II ~S ':3.,. where they meet the ocean.) The scarred by the oil, as · they irito _o~earil? tltan to. r~ycle it: . 
. 
~
~'- , ~~ ~eorges .Bank are aff Nantuck~t proba~le will .be. by the :huge ~filt~red .. oil 1:>[this nat~ has 
. ~- IS an· integral p~ .- of . thIS. quanti~y o~ the. spill. . ~ · :Jlto_y~n. to: b~ of_-1.>!!t~f-quality 
,
, ..... ,,. , . • . ~ ecosystem. because it 1s among · ·. TbJS spill will have detrµnen; : than virgin oil'.'and heni:eJs more 
ll159DrydenRd. 
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the richest spawning groupds tal economic effects to this·small · 'expensiYe. 'But: b'ecause of this 
that we depend on for our marine _ segment Qf the New. E~~d: "goverm;nentl!.J-..tii: .. break ·it,pays. 
food supply. . coastline. However this example ·to. waste 'it.·:attd'.·this policy is 
The immediate ·hazards of is minor in comparison to .what· responsible J9rtmore--:-:thari two 
th~ oil on adult fish are the .._ we are doing- to the oceans daily.: thirds of mati)i contrib'utfon,of oil 
possibilities of ingesting it or .. Half of the.oil entering the,sea ~ to'.the:oc'eanst· .. ~ .,-,. · - • 
being coated by it. Ingestion can. _ each _day is natural; but the·ot~ef:,_:_ -<W.is:l_l!~ly:one of th~ inany 
block smell and taste organs, half 1s _caused by man, m~ll!Jmg -.substan~$ being poured into the 
preventing the·µsh fro!Jl fmding -.that w~ double ~h~ input.y~arly~;_;;- ode~!, ,:9irec,tly·_and.,Jndirectly, 
food and seleclmg theu,.; natural·. The most surpnsmg fact 1~ that:,:_.•. 1·,coji#!luecf <!fl,.~f?' 1-~: : 
•- • 
(PA(DCJJ.W\1, -
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The Great Blizzard / 
·- ; -
By Timothy Callugban Experiment 
- It has been brought to my attention by sources on by the closing of the dow:ntown bars and gin 
·, who wish to remain anonymous that we, the mills, Two students were reportedly prevented fro 
students ·of this great academic institution, have m a· suicide attempt, after they were on the library 
been victims, quit~ unwittingly, of an experiment. roof screaming "we'd rather die than study on a 
An experiment . which could have resulted in Friday night". 
serious injuries and emotional suffering. You will Itha.:a police found twelve· LC. Phys. Ed. 
of course remember the savage blizzard which majors pound_ing on the hallowed· doors of the 
wrecked havoc on the Ithaca area a few Friday's Dugout begging for admittance, an'd chanting the 
ago. You must also recall the violent winds and score of the previous ni~ht's Knicks' Game "101 to 
sub-zero temperatures which endangered outdoor 95, 101 to 95 - If we don t get a beer we.won't stay 
-journeying. And that almost the entire town and alive", 
college, except_for essential services, was -closed · With all-of the downtown bars closed for an 
down and not operable. _entire night, I.C. students flooded the campus Pub 
It didn't really occur. At. least not to th~ and forced Lou Withiam, _Director of Security, to 
extremity that we imagined. It was an experiment · -allow open containers ofbeer and even hard alcohol 
conducted by Dr. Rand and the ·.Psychology to be ~onsumed_ in the Union Lobby. "It's 
Department in·conjunction with WICB Radio and . Terrible", he wrui.h~ard to comment, "We've got 
the-Cornell Meteorologial Service. The purpose of close.to 2,100 students fightin~ -for ·beers in the 
the experiment was to observe the students stress - Pub.. Othe~s who are snowed m their dorms are 
'f'eactioiis to the closing of downtown on a Friday climbing the walls and attacking each other for 
night. ·· -· . · three-day-old-beers." Officer Tom Hollaran 
WICB played their.· part by continually reported finding several students struggling to pry 
broadcasting temperatures · and wind velocities an unopened beer from the hand of a beer-hoarding 
typical of Nome, Alaska, during an Ice Age. And - floormate. The beer's owner was said to suffer 
the Cornell Weather Seryice seeded the clouds from beeraphilia, a disease which requires three 
above Lake Cayuga with concentrated moth balls, .. beers a day· and seven on weekends. He -is 
causing'inordinate amounts of snow to fall. presently in the Health Center recoverinE\"·trom his 
, What resulted.-_was a mass hysteria of sorts and · mjuries ·-and still grasping on to his empty 
the' students came to -believe the reports of a SCHL/TZcan. 
blizzard and acted as if the cold, harsh wmds were a:·.. . I think it is an outrage that we should be 
-The Ithacan, February 10, 197'.1 p~ge S· 
.. 
continued from page 5 
' to its reporting. In much the problem is not the crux of the 
same manner that professiona universe. 
papers tnust look for _somethin~ -other letters would have us 
that is sensational to catc~ believe that the Ga~· situation is 
readers, so has the Ithacan the most relevant problem in the 
boarded the current popular world. It is not. 
bandwagon of pro-gay. .. In conclusion, let the Gay 
Let's not forget that the Gay movemen~ enjoy publicity, but 
problem and the Gay people are a ~mly in proportion to its relative 
minority (as I myself am) and do importance -- which any hard 
not believe that continual atten- working person will tell you, is 
~ion should be devoted to them, not very much. 
especially such things as having , Sincerely, 
parties at ori·e place other than . Esmeralda Peron 
another. This I believe is a waste 
of _t_ime .and space, for the gay 
IS M A ODUCT OF SELECTIVE 
PRESSURE AND SOCIAL INFLUENCE, 
OR A CREATION IN THE IMAGE OF 
A PERSONAL GOIJ"? 
Hear both views and d~ide for yourself in: 
The Identity of Man : 
- Secular and BibUcal Views 
A talk by Dr. Robert Manweiler,--
a 1972 graduate of Cornell University 
in Nuclear: Physics 
reality. - __ , . . . · . subject serious injury and the deprivation of our 
·~ Reports of the experiment are now being indbriating pursuits, just to solve the curioustiy of 
· secretly compiled; but severla of the incidents· some mormor-teetotaler. Why if we don't put our 
·reveal that, as predicted, the 1.0:-students suffered f09t down now,·they may try to- end our stereo 
dearly from anxiety and alcohol cravings; brought ·· listening by faking an energy crisis! 
Tonight at 9:00 PM Tex tor 102 
. Refreshments will be served 
Valen:tine 
Presents 
·. -(ZNS) How.'s, this for a 
Valentine present for that special 
someone? 
· ·.' ·:A-Washington,_O.C . .-portrait· 
stndio is ·offering. to photograph 
... c1,1Stomers. as Jhey po~e · in the 
, 
·-· 
nude. ·· ' · · 
Carl Mikeman of Image Mas-
ters Studio ,says it's · a most 
· per~onal and- unique gift. '.fhe 
advertisements. read: (quote) 
"A beautiful nude··portrait of 
you, as bold as a centerfold or as 
modest as a· work of art.'.!.. . 
He charges ·$34;5o for -.I! 
black and white portrait, and 
$64.50 for color.-~ 





• ·1; ;, 
'is to enlist 
. 2 mo':'th~, unlimited ·$econd Class train tr~vel, 13 countries, $230. 
Check it out; A Student-Railpass is a super deal: the best and cheapest way to see 
a lot of the Continent. Trains are fast, comfortable, frequent. And they speed you to the heart of cities. 
_- Stations are like small towns with everything a traveler needs. You meet fellow 
backpackers (Europeans. too). You can sleep on board: couchettes are bargains Your Student-Railpass 
even covers some ferry ?teamer and motorcoach rides. Best of-all with the Pass you can stay loose. 
· park wnere you like, move on at whim. There·s always another train you can catch. 
To get a Student-Bailpass you have-tr- 'le a full-time student under 26. Both Student-Railpass 
.and Eurailpass are sold here throi!l-° 1 your Travel Agent. You-can't buy them in Europe. 
H you·v~ less tt:tan or.more than two mo1-11ns, get a Eurailpass. Same idea but you ride First Class. 
Available in two or three-week Passes. or one, two. or three-month Passes. 
If you're not about to enlist why not plan to see Europe with a Student-Railpass. 
_- . No, youwon'th~~vetopassaphysical. ~r llllmlll ~-~ -- IIDll!II IISIBI lhT.Bm mml -:::::!!ll/ -
Student-Railpass. Box 0 I Staten Island, N.Y. 10305 · Please send me free information on Europe ·s biggest travel 
_ .. i-.. -bargain, Student-Ra1lpass and Eura1lpass. _ 
- . _ Name ____ ._____________ _.::, 
Address------------------
_________ State. ___ ___._1p __ _ 
- ... , 
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.Wom~ns Hockey: . 
Busy Weekend Ahead 
· the first two periods. The 
The Ith~ca College Ice Hockey -Bombers sta~d a rally in the 
Club for_,,,Women hosted the third period, sparked by a goal 
Cortland, St,te College team l:15t by Rosemary Thorri, assisted by 
Friday rught and ended up losing · Mary Beth Scavullo and Nancy 
a close ba~le by_ a score of 5-2. Andrus. Ithaca continued to 
. ~rtland.:_dommated the scor- fight back when Linda Wilcox 
mg m t~e-.ea,rly pnrt 0 ~ the game added another goal, also assist~ 




... ' ' 
414·11V. Buffalo St. 
-272-1350 
ran out on the Bombers, though 
and ~he game ended with a 5-2 
Cortland victory. Lori Mike was 
in the net for the whole game for 
Ithaca and had ';!'/ saves. 
The I.C. women have a busy 
weekend coming up. They will 
be playing the Ithaca Shooting 
Stars on Thursday at 5:15 p.m. 
at Cass Park. The club will be 
traveling t~is weekend; to Col-
gate on Friday and to Syracuse 
on Saturday. Then on Monday 
night, February 14, the Ithaca 
women will be playing the 
Corn_1::ll Women's Hockey team 
/ MAYER'S· 
·SMOKE SHOP 
Foot Of Aurora Street Hill 
.... 






-Cager1 Split Over We~kelld 
By John Raul Murphy 
Paced by Senior Forward Joe 
Casey's 24 .p_omt perfonnance at "@' c•'··· • 
Clarkson. the Bombers were able • >..:·. .....~·.;·, ..• ,,_ 
to split a pair of conference / • · .' · ,.\, ··-· li .. 
games over the weekend. The -~~,.~· .... :··: ~-
roa,d trip began· with a 67-~ t'.tj. ,. ~ ' :· C .• .~;_ 
conquest over Clarkson on Fri- · ·· ' · · 
day and ended with a se_tback at 
the hands of St. Lawrence in 
Canton, New York on ·saturday. 
Ithaca started their journty 
up-state in fll'st place in · the 
Independent Collegiate Athletic 
Conference with five wins in six 
outings. However, the win and 
lose dropped them to second 
place behind St. Lawrence who 
fll!S now won seven out of nine 
conference games. The ICAC 
champion gets an automatic bid 
to the NCAA division three post 
season playoffs. RPI, last years 
pacesetters, is currently third 
with four conference wins a- the games fmal rebound and 
gainst two defeats. RPI still has hurling ~Jie ball down court to in Last night the Bombers 
an outside chance with away the game. Steve. Potolsk~· defeated Alfred 54-47, in an 
games at both Ithaca ~.d ST. another promising Soph ~oined ICAC match11p. Ithaca trailed 
Lawrence. RIT,Hobart·, Alfred Casey in double figures With 11 21-17 at the half, but put it all 
and Clarksoir comprise the rest points. John Gordon lead together to take the victory. The 
of the ICAC. The Ithaca College Clarkson with 21 points on 10 Blue and Gold were led by Jim 
Bo1J1bers are 9-5 overall includ- field goals. Cuddy,,with 13 points and Dave 
ing a loss to division I power St. The following night against St. . Pitzer 12. Joe Casey, Ithaca's 
Francis of Pa. Lawrence was a different story leading scorer this season, -
In the victory ovP.,. Clarkson, however, as the larries jumped 
on last friday Joe Casey scored out to a quick 10 to O lead. At the 
18 of his game high 24 points in half the larries were still up by a 
the first half. The Bombers were ( 34-28 margin. Ithaca charged 
in a commanding 16 point lead back after the intermission to 
with just 15 minutes remaining knot the score several times }Vith 
when Clarkson led by John the last tie coming at the 12:51 
Gordon rallied back to tack a mark and the ,score· even at 48. 
-' 65-64 lead with just under two After this point St. Lawrence 
minutes remaining .in the game. exploded in front of the home 
Clarkson -however _folded by town .. vocals to outscore Ithaca 
· missing to separate attempts at a 27-16 the rest of the way. ..The 
one and one. Then Senior loss could··be attributed to the 
Forward Mike .. Mielnic;ki res~. blazing shooting . , perlo~ance 
:ponded~ t0- the challenge by "displayed by the larries. St. 
converting two-free throws. Lawrence guard Eric Pritchard 
Clarkson tried to pu_ll the game hit on 9 of 11 shots from the floor 
out by heaving,t\v~-desperation and his .44 field.goal tries. The 
attempts at the hoop before Soph Bombers in contrast took 31 
Herb ~ichmond scrapped his more shots artd hit just 27 
head on the rim while grabbing fieldgoals for a dismal 36 per-
sprained his ankle in the game 
and will be lost for an indefmite 
time. 
Ithaca's next game is Satur-
day at home against conference 
foe RPI. Tipoff is set for 8:00. 
•• l I _, J l 1 •I' I 
ARE YOU RECEIVING D D C 
. cent. St. Lawrence also out . 
rebounded Itha<;a .. .45 .to 35. 
Senior Forward ·Jim Duell was 
the _ only player - for Ithaca .to 
retrieve more than five re-
bounds. He finished'with 9. 
........ _ . 
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. Do you know that you have to file 'financi~I -aid 
applidations, every year? 
Do you know the deadline. for filing your 
application is rapidly approaching? 
I 
Call 274-3131 or ·stop by the Financial Aid 
· .Office for more information. · - · 
• ~; ' .• • ,. I • ., • - ~ • • ' •. : ~ ,_.. ' ' •. 
. ,: '." . ,. -
VALENTIN£'~ ··D~ Y 
PENNY SPECIAL 
:MONDAY,. F~B. 14 ~\ 
. OPEN'BAR~t_·-~ 
S5.0CJ· BRIN~,·A FRIEND FOR fcf; 
NITE COURT 
215 N.AURORA . _.,.,. 
: .. -·. :,_ : ~' 5~ .. , -~ ...... ':, ,,, ·,': .___ ' .. 
·-
Other SJ)orts .'TflVII 
· · In· Action · • QiliZ 
, . . ...... - ... -,.\ - -·~ -.. _ .. _ - . --~. 811 ·Georae · 
. i ,, , .1 ~·,,u '"; ;:;;,,, -~- c;:,,. : · · v,.,· ... , . ·Goodman f . / · • -~~-- \ ~:~:,-· i};\~t;::·<. ,_-~: :"'~ '·:- -. · :"~>,- • c·,: ?"' • , )j ·. .... J ·f.~ .. ,.,",·,1•,v·t ;_:;- .-,~.: .,:--, ,s.t ,-·· ~,,,.. . ·QUESTtOll,ONE!"~ .... L,.. y.... ,,.,,., ..... '""'11.. I • 1:· • , .. ,.,,. _ __; • ::" \• (."( ,_. p .• N.. k K ·c1t·' d Walt 
·;· ,t ~i.·..,..,\~ __ ,-,~~:":t"j~f._•f:~1:-.... ~1-~~,:,:· "'··w..-.·- _--~- _: '. · ew_ yor m gu~_, 
· · · ·, ,-;,:· -~ · , • ._ " .. ,:- :~--.t.~ ·· ·_ ~- .. : ·.t · ·• ~ " '·. · , ,_,,, • Frazier was benched last week. 
,;°-. ·1 •• ·- - · , .. ·-:. -:: • :~{ ·::?\) .. ;, . . .: . (Failed'to start) Name the last 
Photo·by Frank SeDers 
Meas -Swimming (2-4]: Severe on to hold off an Ithaca coineback 
winter weather conditions and bid. . 
the.. resulting need for energy -This Week: Feb. 8 (Tues.)· 
conservation (heating) forced the . at Mansfield, 4 p.m .• 
postponement of two swimming · . Women's Swimming [4-1]: 
meets here last week. A match The Bombers won two .of three 
-' with Hobart.(Feb. 2) WR$ cancell- _ matches- last week including a 
· ed while a contest with RI'l'lFeb. 107-24 trium;ph at William Smith 
6) may be made up as a double · (Feb. 2) and a 99-32 win over 
· dual meet at Oswego, Feb. 26. Lock Haven (Feb. 5) at Cornell. 
This Week: Feb. 9 (Wed.) - at Ithaca was edged by host Cornell 
season that Frazier was benched. 
-~utSTION TWO: 
Last'Week, Toronto Maple Leaf 
defenseman Ian ·Tw:nbull scored 
.five goals to set a record for most 
goals in one game scored by a 
defenseman. Name the last (NHL defenseman) to score 4 
goals in one game. (Hint: It was a 
long, long time ago) 
QUESTION THREE: 
The· Cleveland Barons of the 
NHL are on the verge of ceasing 
operations. Name the last time a 
N.11.L. franchises "retired" from 
the league. {Hint:It happened in 
1942.) -
Oneonta, 7 p.m.; Feb. 12 (Sat.) - 10:62 for its first loss of the 
St. Lawrence, 2 p.m. seasoJ. Ellen Andrew (Rock- Former NHL sfar Bernie "Boom 
ville, MD) won four events to Boom" Geoffrion has a son-in-law 
·wrestling (3-5]:The Bombers pace Ithaca over William Smith playing with -the Washington 
gained a.split in four matches last mchiding the ·200 medley relay, Capitols. Name him. (Hint: He 
week. Itha<:a bounced back from . 200 individual medley, 50 butter- is second in Capitol scoring this 
_ -~- . QUESTION FOUR: 
a 42-6 I'oss'here to ·oneonta (Jan. fly and the· ;500 ·1reestyle~ · y_ear.) . QUESTION FIVE: 
31) with a 32-15 . win ~over Jennifer ·Mecca (Port" C~ester) 
Rochester here (Feb. 2) and then won four events-for Ithaca in the Name the first NBA team to beat 
split a double dual meet· at T,roy . · double ,dual competition at- Cor- every· other teani at once this 
- (Feb. 5) by defeating host_ RPI nell including the 200 freestyle, season. QUEST i o N "'s·1 X: 
22-19.aft.er losing to RIT 29-13. 500 freestyle, 100 but~rfly and 
Heavyweight Bill George {Glens the 200 freestyle relay. - On Saturday, Cornell wallopped 
Falls)-.. pulled out the w4>,. ov~r Women's -Gymnastics [3-5]: Dartmouth 76-45 in basketball. 
RPI with a quick pin in--1:48 of Ithaca lost another close match It was the second biggest wallop 
the fin.al match.· George als~ had last week losing to East Strouds- by Cornell in their career. They 
a pin vs. Rochester and a burg 115.2-ID.3 (Feb. 5). Ithaca's drupped an Ivy League school by 
lopsided 12-0--decision win vs. Winky--Ward (Darien, CT) won 96-62backinthe1966-~7season. 
RIT. Ithaca's th?'"ee wins equal both the vaulting with a score of Name this team. 
one more victory than for all of 8.5 and the uneven bars with QUESTION SEVEN: 
last ·seasi>n-.d~g .a _2-9-1:cam- 7.65. :-·Adrienne Corley _(S~:ms,. The New York Islanders have 
paignj.- . -- . bury, CT) was second-in the just chosen Clark Gillies their 
Men's Gymnastics (0-1]:Ithaca balance beam, 7.55, and floor new captain . .Gillies is the second 
dropped its season opener to exercise 7.65 for Ithaca. Debbie captain in Islander , history. 
powerful Esst Stroudsburg 143. Reich (Abington,· PA) was the Name the first one. · 
75-93.50 here last week (Feb. 3). Bombers·, top all-around scorer QUESTION EIGHT: 
The Bombers had one'in'dividual and third highest in the. meet· Mickey Lolich of the New York 
event w:inner in_th!,?_~*h as Joe with 25.80 points. · Me~s say~ !te won't repo~- to 
Syage (Garden '-City} ··won the · This' Week: , Feb.· 12 ·(Sat.) - spring trammg and may retJ.I"e. 
parallel bars with a score .of.6:ti. Kent•State; i.p.m,.· ·· - .... '·;, LoJJsk, ~ le~-_h1;1nd~i:;. _is fifth !)n 
This W~ek: . .Feb. 7· (Mon,) - .at Womens Bowling [0~]: I~ha- the career"strikeotit: hst: N,llhle 
:oneonta, 8 p.m.; Feb. 12 (Sat.) - ca finished second in its won the four people ahead of him. 
Kent State, 1 p.m; _ -., . : : . lnvitatio~al tournament on- ~~b.~ . (H~t: All rightha~de:',"~) . _ ,. 
Women's 1Jaskethall''l2-~[ : 4. Sowego edged the It~aca A · ,- QU~STION. NINE: _ 
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' 
by David !feston 
H one happens to be passing -·Thursday at 7:30 p.m. in the 
the dance studio at the gym on dance studio of the Ben Light 
any ~ven Tuesday or 1:hursday Gym. The format of the two hour 
: evenmg, the person might ~ee meetings is individualized in-
. half a dozen slightly crouched struction given by John. While 
· bodies garbed in white jackets each person receives his or her 
and face masks'- attempting . in lesson, the rest of the members 
pairs to skewl:_r each ot~er "."1th pair up and work on drills or free 
swords. No, thIS perplexing sight fencing. The members are also 
. is not that o! a numIM:r of P~ple gradually taught techniques that 
who·have flipped thell' collective .. are necessary to know to be a 
wigs. It is the I.C. Fencing Club . referee for a match. Club px:esi-
engaging in the sport commonly dent, David Landau, saysthat he 
known as fencing. . . would like to regularly plan for 
. Fencing is an excellent meth<>? the club to free fence with the 
of gettin~ oneself in good phys1- intramural fencing teams over at 
cal condition. The sport makes Cornell University this semester 
· use of almost all the muscles of Landau encourages the curious 
the_ body and develops better to come to their meetings if just 
. coordination 8J!,d end~rance .. '.!,'he to watch and talk with the club 
sport, though it requ~es agility, members and John. For those 
is not simply a q~est1on oI w~o who would like to give it a try, 
can penetrate bIS opponent s dress should be a comfortable 
defenses with th_e most speed. A pair of long pants and sneaker~. 
person_ poss~ssmg g?OO tech- Protectiv_e equipment and foil 
nique 1mmed1ately gains an !1-d· are supplied by tht! college. For 
vantage over a person depending further information, contact Bar-
solely on his qu1c~es~. Devel0 J?· ry.Nichols, the Vice President, at 
in~ a solid foun~atio!l m the bas_ic 272-9718 or x770. · 
· skills of fencmg IS the mrun · 
· emphasis of the club's instructor, 
John Wills. 
· John is a student master of the 
American Fencing Academy. He 
is a student of Jean-Jacques 
Gillet who is the national coach of 
the International squad which 
competed in the recent Olympic 
Games at Montreal. Fencing, by 
the way, is the o!dest sport in the , 
modern ·01ymp1c_ Games. The 
twenty dollar fee. pe~ semest~r 
for John's instruction 1s a bargain 
,. considering the calibre of his own 
training. · 
The Club receives instruction 
in foil fencing Tuesday · and 
HICKEY'S 
201 S. Tioga St. 
~Ithaca, N.Y. 
272-8262 
- .. THE 
Music Store 
·. the frame work, 
. . 1oa w. Green s,.-=· . , 
• creitiva custom miming 
• dry mounting- ·• .plexiuJ• fran.,as 
• laminating . • prints _and graphics 
·" ~ -- . - . ·~ - . -
. Tues. -S.t. 10-6 273-1080 
10 PERCENT DISCOUNT "WJTii J.D. 
Ithaca dropped its opebfug round tel!,m 2342-2321 for the title. The Name the only ~hree players wno 
·ame in the Manufacturers Han-, Ithaca "~" team 2031 and Wells have p!ayed with all three NI-!L 
~ver Invitational to quarterfinal ~952 trailed-the leader. ~don- teams m Canada-Montre;tl, Tor-
host St John Fisher.'M'-58' ·(Feb. ta, RET !nd Buffalo were u~able onto, and Vancouver. 
3(.and had two game_s post1foned .. to compete because 0~. wmt~r- 1,:11 NB• NB• •Si •BM NB• ,_at I· due to sever_p .winter conditions snow emergency conditions m • - 1o1 B 
last week.- .Games~a.t Hartwick We~~ern New York. Ann S . m 
(Feb 1( and -here with-Canisius .JacKson (Portland, CT) of the m ~"'l'aL. _ I (Feb: 4) were called off. Lisa ftnaca "B'',te·am rolled. the hi$h : 981\,_~9 
Boyer {Ogdensbur~-Ue_d Ithaca _ga~e of_-~5-lll!d the high series 1:1 
with 17 points agamst St. Jolin of 529 m. th~ tournament. A -. m- d h h Th- d . ,· 
Fisher while Dee.'Dee- Mayes m~t~h with Br~kport here, I is now offering Sun_ ay t roug ors ay evenings a (Keene, NH) and· Cindy Merlan origmally schedu~e.d for Feb. 1 _ .,.. 
(Strykersville) had· l-4:Jtoirit~: ,St. . vyas .po~~oned .until Feb. 8· . Supper Men U 
.John Fisher puilt an eignt point - · This Week: Feb. 8 (Tues.) - ·_-
leadduring~he,first hiµf-an~-~eld .. ~r~k~o~.4p.~. - :_ if~ a? I~ --J.50-
~-7:, ·• - • · • (!/nwn-ifouft ~? <-f!fltaMi.>kn/ne --J.7S 1:1 
-~ ... · · '-a. . 'ffeleu Ma.oe  . 75 m Js~o~,-·.;:·,.. . ~SWER_su, .. .m '(f'g~~~-i.,;,, MO ! 
1968-69 seaspn · __ ·. ,· ·.· .. ,:- -HARV.A.RD '· · .' ~ .:._ · /e6 douye 8 ·00 I 
A~_swERTWo:- ANswEa:-stvEN:· !£ed, 
0





H~~- bay. of:'lh'e:·:M~pii/'Leari ~ :Ed Wesir;ii ::· :--_.-· · . .- / (J), .. ~,.,,,.,,.m".<~ (,~ ... ,-,,,.,,) o. /l·") SCOred ·4 g'(fafg ·agai.Iist"tliEH>la .. ,, ... - '·.. - .. . ., - °'"'Ir':_'.,.,~ .,,.,.,.,,., V UV 
Pittsburg~_Pµ-ate!il'i~Nove~~er ANSWER l\!IGHT: ~~ 3.00 · . 19
•
1
~2.9-·.;- ' --. ' .. · _· -,· Walte~·-·Johnson, Bob Gj~son, ,J.r,; 
· ~SWER ~F;E: ·. · Jim Bunning ·and Cy Young . · m <-/!f~/~ (,A{~) /1.2.: 
The -B~klyn _ A~eri~s~,· -. . . -- - . - <D L __ . _ 
.. · ., __ · . - ANSW~R NINE: !£ed, <-f!fuj~: f!)n,e,eoe 3.00 11'!'11 
ANSWER FOUR: El . fY,ud/-6, 2. 7S ·- ._. 
. .. Ces~;e Maniago, Garry. Monahan -, .Atiel· /;ft'one,u W ,u_JJ __ uUtu) 3 . 00 I Hai:t,l~d Mona~an . arid. Marc Reaume - _ I ' - - · -<T . 
" ,,, ·' ,,.· ·- ., _' if/tedaGk '': ifoa/'{k' aux /¥,unnar (/i«~ deax) 8.00 
~S,~_,R ~i .. :. -~\~.._· . :: 91JeM>e'l/4:. ifoa/'{k·' ~- <-/!fitu;n (/UHU ~) 8.00 _ 
. The'.Los Angelesf Lake!~ . .' _ !£e-O_ .At~ --1. 7S 
,,_ -- ··--t~· :_.,_::·· __ -.. ·: < · · --. a · - y,~ .--1.00 .a 
>A SlATJj. C ] ,'fi,+',fflw:ifankz :;--• 'ff::;: ~s 'Yin M°"fl-" «.' ,"JJ/anc 3.0fl ! 
. :GR!li!i'·· ' ;I --L'A::,~u~~n 7::uge m 
.. ;: :ttt:sTAinf Aiir] : ~ m 1152 The ~:!b;~~:~:r1it::: 273-3464 .· ,B 
·· :_ .<Jz:]:i;,~;,1Jl;;;t ] A mile and a half S0uth ttl Ithaca College Rte. 96B 
'. :L-~-1-·:--, '·7··:s::u~- . ~ 
.• ·-, · .... -. ,,\':,; ... ~ _· ·,'t}.,:_ : ... :.:':~,· ~.:·.~·-...... ~~:··--=·:·_ ..... : ~~:. ,· ... , .. ·~ ' .. ' ; ..... :... ' . . ' ,_ .. 
=---
' ' 
' I'- I I f I o y I \. • • ~ , • 
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·1he Riot ~f St, Giles Cathedral' 
By Bruce Safford 
It is black and the darkness 
is almost total. The dash-board, 
no more than two feet away, is 
dim, with a lone spark of ruby 
light glowing in the center of it. 
This is the indicator light on thye 
radio that spells out, in minute -
letters, A.M. Watching i~ gather, 
brightness and strength as the 
tubes warm, I think of the day I 
have had. Focusing my eyes on 
the redness, my thoughts wand-
er farther as the light grows 
stronger. 
dog, until he became worried 
enough to jump up on us, which 
he wasn't .allowed to do except 
when we w·ere really cold or 




0 Groceries • Kegs 
Party Supplies 11 lco. 
UNmDCl8AR 
122 N. Aurora St. 
0plJ)n Dliilr till 10. p.m. 
After breakfast, Brother 
and I mowed the north fields. He 
had the sickle bar and I had the . 
tedder. It was bright and hot 
and I was sweating early on. The 
break in the' middle· of the 
morning was good; C.R. told me 
a story about the dance at the 
school the night before, and we 
sat in the hedgerow in the shade, 
reaning up against an apple tree 
way on the far corner of the land, 
away from everyone. We took a 
half hour, twice what we should 
have. C.R. fell asleep in a pile of 
------------------------.. new hay out in the sun. When he got back up on the tractor and 
Broth'er and I had been 
roused at five o'clock that , 
morning by James Nailor, the 
well-dogged name, as my father 
said, although I did not know 
why. It was very cold when we 
were awakened and we didn't 
move quick enough to suit the 
SAVE UP TO s1.00 
yramid c3'vfaJJqthaca 
IIN CAFE SQUARE) 
FEB.101~ I 11~ 12th 
ONLY 
started sweating, he allowed 
that maybe there were a few 
burrs down his shirt. 
. We finished off cuttin$' after 
__________ _. lunch, then started working on 
ALL SUBS the electricity in the new barn. C.R. and I spent the whole afternoon in the cool . dark (EXCEPT KING CRAB) crawlspaces, putting in a line for 
99c the new milking machine. The new cement was cool and roug}i, clean to touch; it was so much better than going around and 
.,_ ________ ...,._,. around a field in the sun. I na---------------lall!I------.. wasn't really sure about what he 
\ 
.COLLEGETOWN ITHACA OPE!N7 DA VS 
SUN•THURS.:-7AM•2AM- .FRI & SAT 24 HOURS 
The Dept of Foreign Languages presents 
The Spanish Theatre Repertory Co. 
· of New 'fork Ci~ --
1n 
three short contemporary plays 
Federico Garcia Lorca's 
"Amor de Don Perlimplin" 
"Con Belisa en SU jardih" 
Maggie Crespo's 
"La J)ipa azuJ" \ 
Emilio· Carballido's 
"El censo '' 
FORD HALL 
SUNDAY. FEB.13 at.3 PM. 
Admission $3~00- Tickets at the._ door 
- . Chidren under 12 free 
FREE WITH ITHACA COLLEGE ID .. 
Meet the artists at the party immediately following 
- the perfonnance in the theatre lobby. 
FuQded by the ITHACA COLLEGE CQUNCIL ON THE ARTS. 
·. ~: ~, ,:. :· . 
wanted done, and I could'nt Brother said, and· the battery 
follow what he said; Brother did wasn't much good so we.died on 
thou$'h, and he gave , ·m_e .. a the highest part of our land, 
runnmg commentary on what we resting·on the crown of the hi"I, 
-were doing. I tried to listen nestled in cut hay and enveloped 
closely, but he kept talking about in its fraivance. The cast iron 
the Pontiac and what he wanted straight eight ticks as it cools and 
to do with it , so I had hard time the huge syncopated rythm of 
fathoming ~he electrics, because · . the katydids and ~rickets seem 
I love to listen to Brother talk the cause· of the light breeze .. 
about cars. Brother is a hammer The house is hidden in the glen, 
mechanic my father says every but the barns unlit loom across 
time h,e leans over the side of the the way and the apple trees 
car and sees C.R. swearing and lining the lane sway as one, dark 
ban~g down in there with the and sinuous. The Big Dipper 
engine. C.R. does pound a lot, hangs, ~lowing,k tilted toward 
persuades, he -calls it. "Just got the honzon ready to pour and 
to persuade this thing." he'll say; Brother's dark hand blocks out 
bang, bang, and whatever it is the soft glimmering dial, search-
fits like a dream. · es through the static, and hits 
Brother likes to talk like Ed, WABC from the city and Cousin 
the mechanic that lives down the Brucie chattering softly and my 
road, when he's working on the"'.. eyes .go back to th~ windshield 
car. C.R. gets swearin~ re~y and· the velvet horizon ll;Dd the 
well sometimes when hes doing dark clo}ldY trees .. Looking up, 
it. Ed, he's got a place about a the sky IS stre":n with torn grey 
quarter-mile away, and Brother clouds that mIX up With ~he · 
and I go down to see him on his Milky_ Way, and I see a shootmg 
day off to shoot the breeze. Ed star and break our long silence to 
calls me Bull. He says things point it out but as I-motion and 
like, "You know something Bull, before I 5:BY "look", it is gone and . 
I Just guess I'm too light for Brother extends my movement, 
heavy work and too heavy for twists the key a~d the old 
light work. Yeah, I guess I'm a fifty-th1:ee Power-g_lide. cough~, 
born supervisor. That'fl my first grmds and this mght this 
calling. -Supervisor Kettle, - horizon is memory. 
gents, Supervisor Kettle." He'd 
say all that swinging a big 
wrench around, jabbing at the 
air, then he'd say, "I hate like 
hell to pull the head on my Jeep," 
coming back to the pile of parts 
spilling out of his garage, and 
Brother would get quiet and I 
would because C.R. had told me 
to shut up when Ed started 




blowin' plugs, and that ain't good ')zns) If you've been calling 
Bully-boy, that ain't good." Him the White House and getting 
looking up from under the hood only busy signal, don't take it 
reaching to give me a jab in the personally. 
ribs, a cigarette clamped be- Cheif Operator Mary Burns 
t~ee~ his teeth, one gold one . reports that the two-dozen-plus_ 
~mking out from the surround- incoming lines have been averag-
ing grey stu~ble. · · ing 80 000 calls a · day'· since The radio cracks and I look . ' 
slowly towards it, Ed's lined Junmy Carter took office. 
brown face fading and I see the ' The 80,000 calls a day 
airport beacon fltintly washing· nearly hits the record of 102,0000 
the sky. Brother and I had callers who ~elephoned the White 
gotten the Pontiac · up to ~he H,:wse in the 24 hours just before 
north fields we had cut dunng Nixon resigned in 1974-- zodiac 
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.:ont. from page 8 
every day. Toxic waste products 
from thousands of factories and 
tons of human sewage enter our 
waterways every minute. The 
effects are still largely to be felt 
in the future - as will be . the 
effect· of 'the Argo Merchant's 
spill on fish larvae - an~ most of 
them are still onforseeable. · 
We have been contaminat-
ing our oceans for years but it 
takes a magnificent accident such 
as that of the .Arf$o Merchant to 
bring it to our national conscious-
ness. Governmental regulation 
has hindered rather than helped 
in the ~ase of oil waste,- and the 
governll).ent is powerless anyway 
when its constituents . are not 
morally, committed to an issue: 
We must not look. t9/ the 
government for answers but 
inside each of us as individuals to 
examine our willingness to work 
toward solutions....-·If it continual-
ly fakes colossal tragedies· to 
awaken · us to the aesthetic, 
economic, and · food -resourse 
losses, we. will fall too far behind 
to correct our mistakes. 
~ ~ )ffi *' 
i CA,t1t9 !}tee 
, /AMERICAN & CHINESE RESTAURANT 
• COCKTAILS . 
• ORDERS TO TAKE OUT' 
·124 CODDINGTON-ROAD 
ITHACA. ~. Y. 14850 - ,, .. 
! :T;L,' (6Q7),.~7~ci~ ... ; .. - . ' <, ~ .. <- ;.,-
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... Cayup;ll Creatu~e Farm.ers Can .. .. .. 
continued from .page' 8 G~ow Poppie@ live in the lake's cold depths making their homes in started pulling live Coe4lcanths from their nets. · In 
· underwater caverns.· jThe fact tftat the creature is the words of Johnny Winter ·they were "still alive 
seen so seldomly and that when there is a sighting, and well". Perhaps the "extinct" tag on the 
it is usually of a series of humps chasing fish, leads plesiosaur ought to be re-evaluated. "Every now 
one to hypothesize that the creature lives and then, you know it's kind of hard to tell." 
exclusiv.ely m the_ depths _and breaks the lake's 
surface unintentionally when searching out· food'. 
Furthermore, in the rare instances when the neck 
.::. and head have been observed, there appears to be a 
conflict in observations: Some describe a flat head 
a la Dino Flintstone,. while others claim to have 
clearly distinguished horn-like appendages arising 
from the top of the head, Perhaps we have just 
described. the difference between _the male and 
female of the species. 
You've come a long way b_aby! 
Interested marine biologists have stated that 
there would have to be a minimum number of 
fourteen creatures in the lake needed to maintain a 
species. However that figure was determined on 
the basis of present sc 
Interested marine biologists have stated that 
there would have to be a minimum number of 
fourteen creatures in the lake needed to maintain a 
species. However that figurewas determined on 
the basis of present sciltntific knowledge. · . The 
species with which we. are dealing could probably 
care less about our sketchy assumptions, for in all 
probability, it is a direct descendant · of the 
prehi8toric long-necked plesiosaur. Our ybder-
water refugee from the dinosaur age has. been 
described just as Museum officials maintain the 
ancient plesiosaur should have appei:n-ed. The 
recognized description of the prehistoric plesiosaur 
was based on the skeletal remains of the· actual 
creatures found in the British isles. The latest 
plesiosaur remains were. discovered in .a chalk pit 
near Peterborough in England, September, 1973. 
The prehistoric plesiosaur lived in the cold depths 
of large bodies of water and fed off vegetation and 
primarily fish. ' It is considered extinct. Another 
prehistoric creature labeled by the scientific 
community a~ extinct was the Coelacanth fish. The 
label ·was removed when Portugese fisherman 
Hogw~sh and Poppycoc'k? 
I 
_ If you are the least bit skeptical of the existence 
of the incredible Lake Cayuga Creature, feel 
justified. There have been many hoaxes aimed at 
dispelling belief in "Gayugee". One such 
scandalous attempt involved the supposed discov-
ery of the_creature's tracks near the shore. Many 
true believers were disappointed when it was 
exposed that some insidious kiddies had used a 
curio umbrella stand to create the tracks. The 
stand was made from the stuffed rear leg of a 
hippopotomas. Thanks to such hoaxes and their 
resulting bad publicity value, many professionals 
avoid anything to do with conceivable researching 
and investigations. Instead they offer aabsurd 
explanations for sightings. One of the most popular 
~xplanations is ·that the perceived humps are 
floating, empty beer kegs. Others are that the 
creature is really a 60 pound lake trout, an escaped 
pet crocodile or a publicitl, gimmick for a new Peter 
Benchley novel, "Humps'. Regardless of debunk-
ing attmepts, there are many who belieye that 
there is something unexplained living in the lake. 
Splish Splash, I Was Takin' A Bath 
Until a live specimem is captured or a dead one 
dis_covered, the Lake Cayuga creature will remain 
an insignificant piece of folklore to most Ithacans. 
However as sightings increase, so will the number 
of believers. Two such fortunate individuals were 
Smokin~Joe Comely and Ed Reams who observed. 
something wrong with their oars during a Fall 
Ithaca crew practice on the lake. Later inspection 
of the oars revealed deep indentations in a large 
bite pattern. Scoff if you will, but look carefully the 
next time you are near the lake! That might not 
be a log, nor a beer keg. It could be Cayugee 
coming up for a snack. 
Eat your heart out, Scotland! 
(ZNS) The U.S. Govern-
ment has reversed its previous 
position and will permit selected 
farmers to raise poppies Jor 
drug-making purposes . 
The Drug Enforcement Ad-
ministration is recommending 
that certain farmers, .. under 
carefully regulated conditions, 
be permitted to raise "scarlet 
poppies." The scarlet poppy', 
while capable of being converted 
into heroin, is reportedly less 
easily abused that is the more 
potent opium poppy. 
The change in policy is being 
instigated, the d.e.a. says, be-
cause of a shortage of pain-killing 
drugs in the US. Under the new 
guidelines, licensed farmers -
could grow the poppies inside 
compounds that feature barbed 
wire fences, a resident manager, 
daily perimeter inspections, in-
stant access to police and, in 
some locations, chain fences and 
24-hour watchdogs. 
jwith'this coupon I 
For Every Party of Four, 
the least expensive meal Is 
Compliments of the House. 
Expires Feb. 17th 
-ALS Fashion. Show 
By John R. Murphy 
This upcoming Sunday at 8:15 p.m.- the 
Afro-Latin Society will commence their annual 
fashipn sh~w._. 'J;'here .will be .19 models who have 
been. rehearsing. since early november under the 
diiectfor{ o( Keith '(farlan'd. . Garland is a -senio'i:< 
Communications . fl}ajor, .. ai:i4 h.~ entitled this 
program "Love and Understanding". ' · 
The models will exhibit 55 outfits from . 12 
different stores throughout. the Ithaca area. The 
agenda .for the evening will include five beautiful 
scenes. 
the highlight of the evening'. · . Immediately. 
proceeding the Fashion Affair will be a dance. 1 
Tra.nsportation w_ill be provided to this ;,pecial 
event with buses leaving from the Egbert Union at 
:7:45 and 8 p.m. on the-night of the oecassion...- .The. · ' ~ 
dance wiU .carry on into St. Valentines day. Their 
will also be-a bus returning from Nite Court:atiI:45 · / -'I"mj--tr~·g-
a.m. which will unboard at the Union. I@ & l 
Donations are 2 dollars in advance and 2.50 at py RAM ID MALL l..._,__;_ 1 : 1 J 
.. ·-The first scene ·carries the name Love and 
Understanding. This scene is truly a work of art. 
Scene two is labeled _"May the best man win", while 
scene three has the distinction of being designated 
as·the land of the ladies. Disco is t~ name denoted 
for scene four, and Scene five the "Formal Scene" 'is 












7 are on sale at Ithaca College1s Egbert Union. · · ' · · 
Cornell's Willard Straigh1t•H•a•ll•, •an•d•N•it•e-•C•o•u•rt•·-:.-.-•• -.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-•• -.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-•• -.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-•• -.-.-.-.-.-.-.--
,~FACULTY& 
We'd Like to Know 
What You Think--of 
O.ur Winter Menu. NIORS 
CAP&GOWN 
Orders ShouldBe 
Placed .At The 
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Applications are now available for students 
interested· in becoming counselors in the Sunimer 
Orientation Program. This summer the program 
will run from 6/16/77 to 7 /'l:i /77. Students who are 
counselors live and eat on campus, cannot be 
attending summer school during the period and 
must be returning to the Ithaca College Campus in 
the fall. Students receive a stipend plus room and 
board while here. 
' 
Public Citizen (&lph Nader) has approxfulately 
twenty paid and unpaid· summer internships 
(usually 10 weeks); TIJe ·· application deadline is. 
March. Interested"students may submit a resume 
to Florence -Dembling, Personnel Office, Public 
Citizen, 2000 P Street, N.W.,Wasliington, DC 
20036. )' 
. . . . . . The Rotary Foundation Educational Awards for 
All stu~en~s mterested m part1c!patmg should pick International Understanding offer undergraduate 
up appbcatI_on and recommendation form from J~hn scholarships (for junfors and seniors) and graduate 
Brown's office on the top floor of the Egbert Umon. . . . -
Applications must be returned by February 15th. fe!lowsh1ps for an academic year abroad. The 
. stipend covers travel, fees, books, room and board 
· and iilcidental living costs. Application deadline is 
On April 22, 1977 Wells College is hosting a March 15; furtheJ: information· is available from 
one-day program entitled "Career Workshops for Rotary Foundation of Rotary International, 1600 
Women in Science." Ithaca College has been invited Ridge Av~ue, Evanston, Illinois 60201." · 
to select 15 women students to attend this 
conference. The workshops are designed to help 
freshP,en and sophomores who are undecided about 
acacien11c and career goals in .the sciences. Any 
freshmen or sophomore women who are con-
-siqering, or have declared, a major in bjology, 
psychology, chemistry, physics, mathematics, 
economics, political science or soc'iology, who would 
like to attend this conference, shQuld pick up an 
application form from Dr. Linda Jones, Psychology 
Department, Muller 109. Th.ese forms should be 
completed and returned to Dr. Jones by February 
15, 1977. The final selection of the 15 students. will 
be made by a committee of faculty members from 
the above named disciplines. 
The Center for Individual and Interdisciplinary 
Studies is sJ,>onsoring a one-credit course on Study 
Skills during the second block of the spring 
se111-ester. It will be taught by Diane Creel, a 
specialist in study skills and reading techniques on 
the secondary level. 
The course is designed to help the student to 
read and study more effectively. Emphasis will be 
on skills such as reading for details and main ideas, 
remembering what has been read, using study time 
effectively, notetaking, and how to study for 
exams. Some class time will be divoted to 
strengthening· word attack skills and increasing 
vocabulary. Students will be tested to determine 
skills that need strengthening; much of-'the work 
will be based on texts that students are currently 
using in . other courses. Study Skills will be 
presented from 4:00 to 5:00, ·· Monday _ and 
Wednesday, beginning February 28. 
~~()ll_ment this'."~e'rnester- will 'btflimited td'20 
stui:tents; freshmen and sophomores only (rio 
exceptions)! A meeting to select students for the 
~ourse will be held February 15 at 6:00"in F 309. All 
mterested students should attend this meeting· 
those with schedule conflicts- should contact Holly 
Van Seiver, Administrative Assistant for CIIS in 
Muller 214, Centrex 3311. 
FEEL GOOD ABOUT YOURSELF 
Do something for yourself, and others, this 
summer. Help give a disabled teenager or adult an 
opportunity to be more of a person, and learn about 
yourself. 
Camp Jened has openings for counselors, water--
front per~onnel, Arts and Crafts specialists, 
nurses, drivers, speech and physical therapists. 
Camp Jened will be represented at the Ithaca 
College Camp Conference on Saturday, February 
19,1977. Two staff people will be on hand to show 
the camp film and discuss the pr,,gram · arid 
philosophy. E~eryone is welcome to stop by. 
_ The' Jt-wish Welfare Board, Scholarships arc 
availah1r to juniors and seniors· in Health and 
Physical Education and in Social Work; to graduate 
students in Social Work,' £ultural Arts,: Adult 
Education, Early Childhood Education and degre~s 
offcrt-d bv Schools of Jewish Communal Service. 
The application deadline is March l; For further 
information write: Jewish Welfare Board, 15""E.-
26t.h Street, New York,· N.Y. 10010. '-
An exhibit of the pen and ink- drawings of David 
Workman, '77, and Bert.Stewart, '78, are currently 
on displa_y from 8:30 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. in 2'06 Muller 
Faculty Center. Workman is a senior at Ithaca 
College majoring in cinemaphotography; Stewart, 
a sophomore, is an art major. Both-are students of 
Professor .Sal Grippi of the Ithaca College 
Department of Art. The exhibit is sponsored by th 
Office of the Dean of Humanities and Sciences and 
the Department of Art. 
Workman is the son of Edward A. and Dorothy 
Workman, 15 Hemlock Terrace Extension, Deep 
River, Connecticut. Stewart is the son of Herbert 
Q. and Laura Stewart, 627 West Groton Road, 
Groton, New York. 
. Barbax:a Harbach, organist, will appear as guest 
recitalist at Ithaca College Friday evening, Feb. 4. 
The public is invited to ~ttend the free public 
concert at 8:15 p.m. in Walter Ford Hall. 
The major work on her program is --the Organ 
Symphony No. 6 in G minor, .Op. 42 by 
Charles-Marie Widor. Ms. Harbach will play two 
preludes and fugues: F~sharp minor by Buxtehude 
and G Major, BWV 541 by Bach: Also to he heard 
are "Orgelsonate" (Trio), Op. 18/2 by Distler and 
"Dieu-parmi nous" by Messiaen. · 
,_':. i 'i~Ia festival of th~atre ~-·c~~nte;act the 
chill and bring warmth and -excitement to the 
Cornell campus when the Northeast Region #f1.2 
'competition of tlie ninth American College ~Heatre 
Festival is held February 9-12. Sponsored by the 
Department of Theatre Arts, the Festival 
competition brings performers and supporters 
from two of the Rutgers University ·campuses; 
Orange Coun~y Community ·college · and fron;i 
Cornell together for a series of events, all -0pen to 
the public. 
Thirteen regional competitions are a.prelimin-
ary to. the National Festival held in Washington, 
d.c. in the Kennedy Center for the P--erforming Arts 
April 4-17. The Festival is·· presented by the 
Kennedy Center. and The• ·Alliance for Arts 
Education (a joint program of the Center and the 
Office of Education, HEW). It.is produced by the 
American Theatre Association and sponsored by 
the Standard Oil Division of the· Amoco Oil 
Company. . 
- ·- ..... ..,., ~;."-... ' ' ~ ... ·~- ~ -. 
!!I· ... ·. ~" . . . ... 11.: .... -): 
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SPOTLIGHT 
• • ' ~ ~ ·, • , ..1 .. ~ r , 
The Third Annual Peoi,les Clioice· Awards. . -
Tbrus. Feb, 10 9:00PM 5,12,22 · · 
, This is the·.on]y awards.show where the public 
picks the winners. It. is a combination of the-Oscars . 
and the Emmys with all the same stars and glitter.· :-ci 
\ 
Key Largo 
· Thur. Feb. 10 -. · 12:00pm 11 
. This oscar winner stars Humphrey Bogart and . _. 
Edward G. Robinson aUhier gangster. best during :• 
a Florida Hurricane. Lionel Barrymore and Laureni, . 
Bacall are also in this ~ne. · · 
··! 
-Midnight S cia1 · 
· .F'ri. reb. il 1:00 AM 3, 40 
· .. Richard· .. Pryor is ,,l\()~ing .. an«;l · if that's not 
···-enough··Boz;Scags, M~lyin Van .Peebles, ,and the 
. New Ri(iers ·of.the Purple Sage will be there ·also .. -.· 
Just try to ignor~ Olivia-Newton-John. · 
: ~ ,_ ,.. . . ' 
2001 A Space Odyssey 
, Sungay Feb. 13 8PM 
The ten million dollar. movie (3,years in the 
making) 1968 film ha1? m~de it_io T.V: Luckly·it 
won't·be cut in half so you can noi understa11d this 
epic all in one night. You have your answer for 
what to do Stinday riight: . . · 
Other Shows to Watch · --. > -
''.{\nd the Winner is .. ": Sunday 9Pm 9, 16, 34,--" 
Scenes from the best movies from 1972 to 1975 
The ~unshine Boys 
Mon. 9:00PM 3, 28, 40 _ , 
Neil Simon's salute to Vaudeville with George 
Burns and ·Walter Matthau. 
Monte Carlo {;ircus Festival 
Wed. 8:00PM 5, 12, 22 
. ~ . . ~ .. : 
A Man Called Horse 
Wed. 9 PM 5, 12, 22 . 
This movie stars Richard Harris going from 
English man-to.Indian Warrior. · · -:·-- . _ . 
, ' I C IP JJIIU ~u ll C .... ,., m,u ~u .. C l.llf./ UHU save 
Raymar Incorporated 
RAY'S TAXI CO. 
· Fast Service! 277 .. 4444 
. · · _; -· · i · ~ I L :: .. ·· -. -; ·- . --
'AuI0M;or.1v1: .s:E Rv1.c1: 
1700. Trumansbur1f ·Road·. -
Service· On Foreign;·& Domestic ·cars -
. . 277-4570' :·'..,···.,:< :·: 
..10.% :o.iscount o·n Repairs 
- . · -'With ~hi.s,CQt1bori .... ::·::_ ··.\ : .. ··~ 
Tickets for the six events with an admission 
(five plays and an acting competition) are now 
available at the Willar~ Straight "Theatre Box 
Office,'open 3-6:00, Monday-Friday. They may qe 
purchased singly or in a discount package "for a1i 
six, with a special discount for students .. All other 
.events are free. Call (607) 256-5165. to reserve 
tickets a11d to obtain information about free events. 
' The Irene Ryan Scholarship Acting_ Competi-
tion opens the festival on Wednesday, Feoruary 9,' 
at 8:30 in the Witlard Straight "Theatre. Students 
selected from each campus appear in scenes before 
judges in competition for a regional $500 award. 
Winners in each n'gion are brought to Wahington 
iri. 4ptil, all expenses paid, to appear in scenes. 
before · outstanding directors, producers -and 
casting ag~nts.. _ Two. performers ar~_ .awarded 
/ $2,000 scholarships· to be us~d for their. ~on coµrse ... 
, _ . . . - . . of study where-ver they ·- choose. 
1 he Blueberry Hill/Farm School will hold a ~enef1t Plays presented fall into two categories: plays 
dance ~n Sunday, Ff:b. 13, fro_m 8 to 11, m t~e by established· authors and original -plays· .. by 
Memorial Room at Willard Straight Hall. Cornell. student authors In the fitst category will be 
Ye:fo~ming will be the Peabody Band. The public Cornell's COUNT . DRACULA "by' Ted .Tiller 
IS ID"'.tted to come, dance, and have a good time. (Thursdayr February 10, 9:00 PM), the popular; 
comedy by Jack Heifner now playing off-Broadway 
NE\V EXTRA-UNIVERSITY COURSES: with.' great succ_ess, VANITIES, from·' .~ran.ge-
1.Mass:ige for Relaxation Tties:Nights, 7-9 p.m. County .Commumty College (_1:00 fM; Saturday,. 
2. SHORINRYU KARATE Tues., :Thurs, Nights, February 12) andAntoQ Chekh~~ a, !HE SEA~ 
-9-10:30 p.m. . . . · __ . . ... _ -_. GULL, offered by Rutgers ··Umy~rs1ty/C!!~de~ 
For more info. and sign ups see Jim-Evans, Campus (8:.30 p~_. S~tur~ay • Feb~ary J~~,. ~~l are tn· the 
Activities Egtiert Union _ X3149 . ·: Willard Straigh~ Theatr!l'·:. Two. ot1plll play.!:_~ 
- · · · _ · student authors.m the-secoru:l"categ<>ry will be .. THE, 
-· :· .-, . · ! • DE.VIL_TAKE THE HINPMOST,_.by :William 
. - . , . . ·.·IJ M_astro~iroone··of ~utg~rfUrii~e~tyffie'w-Brun~;~ 
· · · · · w.1.ck· (l:OO PM, Fnday, February 11) m'theWillard. f Iso: F~IDAY NIGHT IN ... TH~ CROSSROAJ?S St~a~g~t ~heatre, and MEG, ,bY _ (?orneU's·. Paula 
'Th~ Mam. Squeeze Jazz Band. 9-12 _ p.m. Fri., Vogel,· with tow performances· il'l'···Drummond· 
Feb. 11. Free. S;u~io du~ to Jimi~ed seating (]i'rid~i_~ :i::~!l"l!..~ :lli, 
, ~-· ., _,_ .-. ~. : ·: , :, ,. ~ '. ,: : .. : ,, ... ,. 1,.- -~.oo PM ,n.9J~A<~m . lJ.tr.Et~t~,~ ,_11 . 
- ~ .... ' .... ,• ·, .. 





· _"· .. ·, . : :, ·: :.:; ::~;.- ,•; .. _ ·.. \ ··. ft--·En.eriyCriSis Bits .Home'· .. ~:: eta, 0~1f:1."·.'d· ·· :_. RivaWe~stein · · .. : , , , , , _VI .:11 ~. . , . ,· :. : : ·. , '.['hough College usually ;;,nds to . 1i' must be a diffi..;lt ta,kfo, · prov~d ,mh~tieally pleasms, ,~----------~---91! .... _, ____ .,... _ _,, give students the oport;unity to the P:tiysical Plant to comply Bw m hght of the fact that 
.,,,,,, . forget about the goings-on in the with the government's request to certain dormitories are truely 
, ~-, ~ Mike and Eve: . rest ot.the nation, this winter's conserve as much power -as uncomfortable during the winter 
· L · I · ' · : 1 Who says Dudvilles have to be a energy shortage has served to possible, and keep the students months, it seems .. that the I I Qf' bQ (l, · .' l. · Dud?II They aren't in Fla.II! remind us all that our secluded happy as well. But so far college's monies might be better 
--------..---· _·...,·: · -No. 3· environment is indeed. suseept- everything seems to be working spent on minor rennovations in 
FOR SALE: Phase Linear 4v0 
amp. 200 plus watts per channel 
RMS per channel. This amp is 
virtually brand new! $425 or 
best offer. 272-6519. 
FOR RENT: 4 bedroom house in 
Enfield with seven-acres attach· 
ed. 12 miles from school Lease 
and rent are negotiable.House 
includes built in bar! 272-651 ·9-: 
FC,R SALE: 8-track car stereo 
with2 5¾"Jenson Speakers; All 
are brand new. 
includes 3 tapes and a case 
272-6519. 
Unusual Comtemporary 3-Bed· 
room Townhouse 2 bathe, .Living 
room, Dining Room Kitchen, sky 
light entry. private balcony, 
garden and garage. Walk to J.C. 
and commons, $360/month 
273-3571. 
Amplifiers: Sunn-Bass $150, 
Concert slave $175; Alamo w/12" 
speaker $125, Earth Head $150, 
also Cry-Baby Wah-Wah S20, 
also Fender JagtlB! 1966 $200. 
Call Steve at 387 -9007 (local] 
evenings. 
Stereo for Sale,· very good 
condition, asking $150. X54.8. 
FOR SALE: Marantz 4 ch/2cb 
reciever, 40 w/ch stereo. Built 
in Dolby. Costs new $640. Will 
sell $395.with case;· Exc:·cimd. 
, Bwr X546, 27t-9723. 
FOR SALE: AM/FM Stereo 
cassette in dash. Locking 
FF /RW. $70. Contact Corey 
X751 or 273-9896. 
ibl~ to outside circumstances. out fine. Hopefully, the .. cold all of the residence halls.,__ 
Dale: Ithaca College, along with the weather will subside, and things Closed windows which refuse 
What's wrong with Pointdext· rest of the nation, is trying to will get back to normal. to keep out. the winter winds 
er's? Please don't feel so beat the current energy crisis. Unfortunately, back to normal tend to be qmte annoying. These 
crushed;, Mr. Muscle will help Temperatures have been~turned for many residents means cold "breezes" cannot be too healthy, 
clean up 'your sorrowslll down in the classrooms and dormitories. and more importantly, valuable 
-Who Else??!! dormitories, and students are While the rest of the nation is heat is lost. It would be wjse for 
being constantly reminded to being bombarded with commer- students to wear sJippers in the 
·Sylvester, 
It's so good to have you home! 
I sure haw missed you! Happy 
conserve--turn off lights and cials regarding heat loss due to dormitory halls, but even if 
stereos when out of rooms, do cracks and drafts, IC students throw rugs were placed on 
not open windows if rooms are being asked to ~ear heavier uncarpeted floors during winter 
become too warm, and wear sweaters. First floor residents of months, the dorms might warm 
extra clothing' if rooms are too· the Upper Quads are told to wear up a bit. _ 
Love, chilly. slippers to the bathroom in the Homeowners across the nation 
Banana Nose, And despite much grumbling, · morning--because there is ice on are being constantly reminded of 
Valentine's Day. 
.HELPII! . 
.:;, IC students are living with the the un~eted hall floors. the small measures they can take 
situation. The dorms aren't all Tower residents are lucky e- to insulate their homes and 
that uncomfortable for the most nough to complain about over- reduce energy waste--lthaca Col-
part, and the class rooms don't heated rooms. . lege uses much m?re energy than 
TO WHOMEVER TOOK MY 
NOTEBOOK FROM OUTSIDE 
OF THE BOOKSTORE • 
THE NOTEBOOK IS YOURS 
8UT I DESPERATELY NEED 
THE NOTES THAT IT CON· 
T AINS. Please don't make me 
Dunk out of this joint. THANK 
YOU . 
PLEASE CONTACT LESLIE 
RAU 277-3925 NO QUESTIONS 
ASKED! 
To Fukes: 
Love it, MUCH??!! 
-" -ME 
to P,L,K, & C, 
The joke you played was grea.t, 
but remember the taste of 
revenge is sweet! 
D 
Happy Birthday Iron! 1 'love you 
forever, Conn. · 
Honey: 
Happy Valentine's Day. I love 
you very much. Remember ~ti 
___ Love, Sweetie. 
Mike, Bean! 
Hey, what's the scoop with 
B.J:W.?! 
Evil! 
seem to be much colder 'than Ith_aca College 1s ve!y concern- any home, and 1t .would s~em 
previously. ed with the re~novation of.some that any attempt to re_duce mmor 
- . · of the dormitories and it is great heat loss would conserve a 
11, #M@'Vifr •:e lihtN :s ,.1, 1 that the college'~ efforts have considerable ammoutn of energy. 
Debbie· 
. Remember our wonderlick 
year of 75-76 
Love Carol 
To My Favorite Yogi· 
You're Sut-nam 
- The Abstaining Philoso-
pher 
Snitz· 
Let's do it on Shnopps 
, -Carol 
The ITHACAN needs help with 
advertising layout or selling. For 
further information°call 272-3207 
or X207 and ask for Doug, Steve, 
or Andy. 
Chico, 
You won't believe what's 




There once was a girl named· 
Pickles, 
Who started to act a little fickle. 
I gave her some pot, 
TODAY·'S c·1aSswa1n PUZZLE 





5 Facing a 
glacier 
10 Eats a meal 




















30 Of the teeth 






38 Can. Prov. 
47 Appraise 
50 Greek letter 
51 ----- Hall: 
N.J. univer-
sity · 









65 Girl in song 
66Admit 
page 1 
6 7 --·· room: 
Restaurant wheat nite 
area 10 New York 44 Service for a 
68 Inner: Anal Island dead per· 
11 Coax son 69 Dregs 12 Flow con· 46 Down on 
tinuously one's-----· 
13 Army gun 48 Havl"g no 
18 Free of bias key: Music 
22 Future crop 49 Knowledge 
1 Montreal sources 52 Slot ... , 
DOWN 
hockey 24 Kind of machine 
team: lnfor- horse symbol 
mal 25 Pledges 53 Flower 
2 Conception 27 Public per- 54 Stove,cham-
3 Declaim formances ber 
violently 28 Dogma 55 Singer----
4 Rises up 29 Come Into Martin 
5 Kind of · 31 Nikola·---·: 57 Bestowed 
John - miss you • HAPP'f 
VALENTINE'S DAY! Wben're . 
FOR SALE: Cassettes • Ampex you coming to visit?! 
747-90 minutes only $1.50 eacli. · MEI 
And then she was not. 
So now she smoked my whole 
nickel. 
• 39 Gives back 
41 Put into 
words 
42 Tiny 
fastener AC 58 Siouan 
6 C.I.D. mem- developer language 
ber 32 Be ready for 59 Brinkley's Contact Corey X751 or 273-9896._ 
t'or Sale: ARXB-91 Turntable 
w/Shure-M-91 Ed.- in excellent 
condition I destroyed a car last 
weekend and must sacrafice now 
for S80. Call John [not collect] 
X-525 or 272-9896_ or Rolland 114. 
For _Sale: 10 Speed men's bicycle 
- excellent condition • used once. 
Call Karen 272-8481 
DISOOUNT STEREO 
EQlJIPMENT.-. A total coaeept. 
In IOlllld - ..... ·• service •. 
Ccliltact-Sedl of "AUD.JO DE-
SIGN". ~ Rm. 317 or~ 
.272.9723 or "545 •. 
, For Sale: Cobra 29 CB Radio. 
Call 273-1253. 
, Ewabeth, The ·Flute Player • 
I will always love you. It had to 
be done, if only to perserve MY 
sanity. Last, last ditch effort·· 
BE MY VALENTINE? • 
Love, 
Q.A. First Floor, Adv. Mgr., and 
general pain in the ass. 
DearXET: 
Don't worry about Mr. 0. You'll 
always be my Number One. 
· Love, Sweetie 
Honey: 
Happy 16 months!!II 
Love, Sweetie. 
Chris· 
Can't wait to see you on the 
slopes, but laughing at skat:ing'--





Top · bad we couldn't go 
skiing last week. I'll be looking 
for you on the slopes. See you in 
short story. 
Frank 
Uear Uon · 





I wove you 
too 
Dr. Funken Stien 
My Penthouse Playmate 
Your rays of sunshine briditen 
up my darkest days, My heart 
grows stronger everyday along ---------==:=:::c:, 
with my love. 
Your Jitterbug ~een 
Last chance for triptJ to Ber-
muda, Ft. Lauderdale and San 
Jwuit. Puerto Rico; Call Jackie 
CONCERTS 
Feb. 17 · 
Johnny and the Asbury Jukes 
Syracuse Reg_ent Theatre 
Feb. 26 • 
Genesis 
43 Inside of: 
Prefix 
44 Move about 
nimbly 
45 Hit 
7 Cereal 33 P.1. island forte 
grass 36 Card 62 Alimentary 
8 Cargo 39 Nouveau canal 
vessel 63 Turning 
9 -------- 40 Cause to ig- poln_t 
· Daniels X522 or 272-9777. 
Deadline February J9. . CALL 
, NOW! 
Marc~~se Auditorum · The LIV£!{ 
Todd Rundgrea . . 
_ Syracuse Auditorium ...... ..,,R ..... URGENT; Must. find ·witnesses · ~:hi . ~- Roge McG • ·. & AY D .• , -
. • . I bi":.... e .. ur.-.y, r UIDD 
to· motoreydist near Y ... ~ Altred University Best Drinks Anywhere 
_ . , group of-J.C. Students bitcbing Marchil6 - . · • · 
JUNIORS • Dont forge~ .. ~e rides· up Aurora Street .. at Marshall Tucker - Great Steaks & Seafood 
discussion · se~~ , Cf!Dte~ ~DB;. OD October l&,l!)'IG, , Syraeuse Auditorium ·w arm,Frumdl...; Aimosnhere 
.. how Y~!~~oo'P~--Fddai · Sat •. at ~t 11:00 p.~~ after March 30 • . ,., .r 0 
:,.,·: . ~ Yearbook Oif1ee ·movies.Jet ·wt (Storey~. Adele. . Jet.bro.Tull Sing-a-Lonfl Frid11v&Saturday 9:.',n pen 
-~-·: ~ :!-' :!t of Landon BaQ-... H~~ 'Take the·'Money aad,-Run, . S~ Auditorium 2021 SLAT. 'E'D TTll"LE .RD. · 1'ues-Sat ~,-. 10 e · . : --- · . - ; -, ~aester··:Street.)- Ca0 213-5'ffl7, ft,. iL · 5-l. 
. fr~~~~~:::~~{;.:·~,:~);.~~-:~;::·.,'~:>:.··:~_::,_.-~-·~;'.'~:,:.~~--:·.~~-:. :,·:;::.:_,::;··:·-t:···-~--: ·=.;_\'.::· ~;::~•:.:f~-::~-~~~ .. ~ .. :_·. -~-, -~.-~ .. ~~:~~·~~;.~·:=~--~.-~. -~, .... ·1~~:.~~~~;;~~:::;..:~~-~...;.-~~~ .. 
: . . -
THURSDAY. FEBRUARY 10 1oarn-4pn, . 
FRIDAY FEBRUARY ll-10am-4pm .· · 
. . . ,.. . - . . . . . . -
PICTURES WI.Lt: -BE TAKE:f\J . --
. . IN THE TERRACE CA\FETE·,RIA 
. . - NEAR ,THE MAILBOX-ES . 
- - · · NEXT WEEK~ . · .··_ -' 
.. 
- •. . 
- .. MONDAY - 10am-2pm· .. --4prrr-8pm·· .. :.=-· _-- ~ < _:-··_: _.:· ---~ . -·: : 
· .TUESDAY - . . 10am:2pm 4pm-8Pm . . .. f 
. ' ' . ~ . . ··,,;~= 
WEDNESDAY 10arn-2pm ·4pfll-8pm:· ·._ -_. ·_:~<--- ·> _·_:. . _ 
THURSDAY 10al11-2pm 4pm-8pm : · -: i . "' .. ; ··· . 
. FRIDAY · _ , 10am-2pm 4pm-~Pm, , -7 '.\f _· ·. 
PORTRAITS WILL BE TAKE'N BY . . . •· . 2 
. . .· -- . PHOTOGRAPHICS. OF ,ROGMESTER : -
· · · · • .· · · ·· · .··· · s1TT1NG FEE: ls.ONLY •f~ Y :- ·_ i{ .. ::ii<· -< ••. ; 
_.- ' . . . . .· -~.--- <-·_ _ ... . ·.': ·:. -_··· ~- . - . ·.' ... , ~:_\-_,, ·::·/- _;•· -:> -. ' .· .. __ ·: ,:·_ 
- · - · . ._· $3-~00-- of .wh_ich:_:ican·.---·_b.~· aP·p1:i.e.d/_\_-·-·t -·_.: :/ <.-:: ··:.· ____ -· .. _ ;._ ~::_: -· 
. -, . . -. '" · · . . toward finish¢dpottraits·purc11,sea~-= , : > .: :: 
----- ~ ?~--:..:_ _ _ki -- -- - - -- .-_ ... -.. ,.~,...:, ___ -~.~- ,,~~--.... ~.,_,_,_,,,., ..... ~~~~-•. ~J -.... \ .. : .. _: ~ '. -_ .-- ,.'. .. ·: - .. -.·· . ~ ... -_ .: ·":_" _._:~·<: --.: : ......... -, .. c::-·: .,_:.:: •• __ - -·:_. ·-:-- .... ~· rz~. :~ .. _:_ • .---:, ;;; . ---
